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Martin. An unexpected pleasure came
in the announcement that Mr.
Cummings
of the U. of M. had just arrived and
would address the meeting.
has the

of the Belfast

Auspices

happy faculty of a fine story teller and is
also vitally interested in State and
County
Club work. His remarks were excellent.
The most encouraging and entertaining

was
d Home Economics C.ubs
and Saturday,
ji, fast last Friday
nost largely attended and

feature

seen here in the whole five
years
the demonstration by members of
Uncle Sam’s Club of Knox of the pack-

ousidered one of the best
Belfast had the honor of en-

was

1915 the lirst county contest
Maine. All the annual ses-

ing of
three

been held and the Bel*

Ba.ik,

Waldo

the

as
e

Each year the
cash prizes
city have been thrown open

dent; Fern, daughter

of Mr. and Mrs,
William Reynolds of Knox; and Eloise,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Shibies
of Knox did the work.
NJiss Paul has

the county children and their
ms year the same things were
ourage the work in the rural
n 1915 there were only a few
bur this year there were
resent in the following clubs

|

Elmer Say-

:

e

good and a poor school lunch,
young girls in the National Club
a

uniforms—blue dress with white
cuffs,
collars and caps and red string neckties—
Fremetta, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Herman Paul of
Morrill, also a B. H. S. stu-

Trust

.1 the City National Bank
ar contributed the $200 to be

!

Please accept my sincere congratulations on the completion of another year
of successful club work. 3fou have
achieved something worth while for
yourselves and for the communities in
which you live and for the county as a

*He

Chamber of Commerce*
contest of the
yl!l annual county
,.,ty Buys’ and Girls’ Agricul-

.nice

Journal

j

had five years experience in club work
and is a cooking champion. Miss Reynolds has had four years work and was a

Shibies, Knox;
Waning, Troy;

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 27,
Alice C. Baker, Venora
Ruth A. Cunningham,

Detroit.

PERSONAL

whole.

I

1 am writing this letter, not only to
Miss Anna C. Swett left Wednesday to
tell you that we are proud of the splendid
with friends in Portland.
work you have already done, but to pay spend a few days
you the compliment of holding up a still
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin A. Jones left Sathigher mark for you to aim at this com- I
on an auto trip to Boston and vi-

ing year.
About 200 boys and girls

urday
cinity.

enrolled
in club work in Waldo county this year.
If club work has been a good thing for
200 boys and girls, why wouldn’t it be a
better thing for 400 boys and girls? Why
not make the “best better” by doubling
your membership this coining year?
I feel sure you will acceot the challenge and therefore take the liberty of
offering three suggestions which may be
of assistance:
First: The county contest is the crowning club event of the year.
It marks
the close of the year’s work.
Make it
also the opening rally for next year’s
work, the biggest and most successful
j year in club work Waldo county has ever
were

Betsy M. Seldon has returned
from visits in Reading, Pa., New York
Mrs.

and Boston.
Miss Emma M. Davis will leave this
week for Brookline, Mass., where she

Waldo,

■

j

1

Production with the
Greatest Cast Ever

t
i'ai amount

~~

Picture

-~

crowded with Luxury,
i

Lie Mille

‘‘’niance and Beautiful
^ omen.

^CAPITAC?
AMD

SURPLUS

SOLID AS THE

MOUNTAINS
The foundation upon which
this institution rests is as
stable and sturdy as the eternal rocks. We have builded
the structure gradually,
though surely, and accumulated strength in capital and
surplus through honest methods. May Iwe ask for your

account?

The

City

National

Bank of Belfast

Mrs. Lewis Gannon is assisting in the
H. H. Coombs Co. store.

A Hallowe’en ball will be given in the
H. H. Coombs has been in Boston this
Armory Monday evening, Oct. 31st, by week in the interest of the Coombs storeA. E. Clark Camp, Sons of
Veterans, for
The Afternoon Club of the Daughters
the ‘benefit of the soldiers’ monument
of Veterans will meet Nov. 2nd with Mrs.
fund.
Music by McKeen’s orchestra, Rose
Sprague.
dancing from 9 to 12.
Mrs. Nettie Holt Harding of SomerMaurice Roberts, John Ronnquist, Calville, Mass., will speak in Eaton hall at
vin Pilley and Dana Staples have returned 7.00 o’clock
Friday evening.
from a two weeks’ hunting trip in SomThe Dickey-Knowlton Real Estate Co.
erset county. They report a fine trip and
have rented for Frank Hoag, his tenebrought back a large buck, four good ment
house on Bay View street, to Mr.
sized does and their quota of birds.
and Mrs. Frank Webster, who are occu% Mr Willard A. Johnson was called to pying it.

Lewiston last week on account of an acOrrin J. Dickey has leased the Dutch
cident to his wife and his daughter, Mrs. bungalow on the Radio grounds to WalMiss Eva L. Holmes returned home Alton Allen, who were in the
hospital for ter I. Clark of Boston, who will move
Monday from visits in Boston, Portland, treatment.
With Mr. Allen and two here this weeki with his
family. He has
Lewiston and Greenville.
daughters they were returning home also rented for E. L. Macomber his house
over
Knox
in
was
from Belfast when their car turned turtle. on Bay View
Miss Alice Aborn
street, to Mr. and Mrs. C.
Sunday, the guest of her brother and his Later reports say that Mrs. Johnson and D. Rand, recently of Montana.
Mrs. Allen were not seriously injured and
wife, Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Aborn.
The Unitarian Alliance will hold their
Miss Louise McDonough, night opera- are improving.
first meeting of the season
Thursday,
tor of the local telephone exchange, has
Among the Waldo County people to be Nov. 3rd, at 3 p. m. Mrs. Paul S. Phaien
returned from a visit with relatives in elected to office in the State I. O. O. F.
J of Augusta, the Alliance director for
Massachusetts.
Lodges atPortland last week were the vice Eastern Maine, will be present and give
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Doyle have closed president of the Rebekahs, Mrs. Alice N. j a papei. The membership dues are paytheir comfortable summer home at Little Palmer of Monroe; secretary of the same, able at the meeting.
River and left Tuesday, motoring to their Miss Grace E. Walton of Belfast. Sam’i
A Wonderful Picture. “The Affairs
Adams of Belfast was chosen a represen- of
home in Boston.
Anatol,” a Cecil B. DeMille production

Iiville,

A Cecil B.

The News of Belfast.

FIVE CENTS

will spend the winter.

! seen.
State champion last year in
gardening.
Second: Enroll early. Why not enMiss Shibies has also had four years work
roll now, before you leave the contest,
ty, Miss Ruth Leman; Smiles I and was county champion last year in or
pledge yourself to enroll on or before
alnville, Mrs. Lydia E. Stev- | junior housekeeping. They packed the Jan. 1st.
Spin's Club, Knox, Mrs. B. L. food in the order that the meats came
Third: Each member act as a recruit! uebird, Troy, B. K. Cunning, first followed later by the sweets, etc., ing officer for the club and secure at least
one new member for 1922.
ks Agricultural, Carl A. Le- and used four kinds of
receptacles, the
Do these things and you will double
Mrs.
Harriet
L. Whit- tin pail, the collapsible
nport,
box, the small your membership for 1922 Think what
that will mean to you and to those 200
Mrs. Jennie W. Hamlin; basket, and the tin lined leather
s,
box
Miss Katherine E. Pillsbury has arrivother boys and girls in Waldo county
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Ct with the Thermos bottle.
They were who have not had the advantages, the ed frtm
Rutland, Mass., and will spend
modest but accurate in answering several profits and pleasures of club work which
di»
the winter with her cousins, Mr. and
have
and
think
also
of
about
you
the
inQuestions
the receptacles and conHall was hired by the Waldo
had;
M
centive this work will offer to the boys Mrs. Wm. K. Keene.
tents of food.
.iim
Bureau and there was a
Upcle Sam’s Club, Mrs. and girls of other counties to do better
M. A. Cook returned Wednesday from
B. L. Aborn, leader, is one of the best in
er of Belfast people, and more
work and to increase their club membera ten-days’ business trip to New York,
the
State. It began in 1915 with only 13 ship.
of the parents of the club
the coming season, both
Make the best better.
Double yout for his goods
resent at the exercises.
All members and nine of them completed the
This is the challenge, the here and in Searsport.
membership.
full
work.
year’s
This past year they
'spected the exhibits which
high mark for you to aim at, the goal
Mrs. Cera J. Bowker, Regent of John
iy arranged on tables en- began with 50 and 50 finished. They were foM922. Will you accept it?
Cochran
the
first
to
Chapter, D. A. R., was in Watreceive
their
Club
have
These
e hall.
exhibits
charter and
In closing, permit me to express the
erville Wednesday to attend a meeting
teased gradually in numbers | they have already earned two of the four hope that this will prove to be the besl
the most helpful and the most inspiring of the State Advisory Board.
quality and it is pleasant to j seals. Mrs, Aborn was for two years the club
contest ever held in W’aldo count)
club
in
organizer
Waldo and Somerset With the assurance of an ever increasMr. and Mrs. G. W. Walker of Warren,
he club members have gladly j
Ith suggestions of the State counties and is now the Club project ing interest and confidence in club work, Judge and Mrs. Leonard Campbell and
This year the can- leader in the Waldo County Farm Bureau. and a determination on the part of the Mrs. Grace Campbell of Rockland were
iv leaders.
The afternoon closed with the usual Extension Service to did you in achiev- registered at the Windsor last Sunday.
Acre excellent and many home
ing your membership goal for 1922,1 am
uld be delighted to have them athletic sports on School Common, when
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert R. McDonald
Sincerely and cordially yours,
ribbons
were
to
the
given
included
winners.
shelves. They
Leon S. Merrill,
every
have closed their summer home on NorthThe banquet was served in the MethoDirector, Extension Service.
try, fruit, plum and vegetable,
port avenue and left Saturday for Nashua,
SENIORS
exhibits of potatoes, corn, and dist vestry with Mr. O. E. Frost as toastN. II., where they will spend the winter.
master.
He is always interested in the
Canning—County champion, $4, Abbie
=r vegetables were equally adMrs. William V. Pratt and family left
Brooks.
First honors, $3,
e
cooking, especially bread, yonng people and always entertaining. Nickerson,
to spend the winter with AdMonday
Hattie
Ruth
McKinley, Brooks;
Leman,
good. The greatest gain in Brief remarks were made for the good of Liberty. Second honors, $1.50, Milmina miral
Pratt, who is now on the U. S. Naclub
w'ork
by County Agent N. S. Dona- Blanchard, Palermo; Florence
ity and quality was noted in
Mahoney, val Advisory Board. They have taken a
work display. There was evcry- hue, Miss Altreda Ellis, assistant State Northport; Ethel M. Paul, North SearsArlene Wentworth, Brooks. Third house for the winter.
leader
of
mont;
club
and
Mr.
work,
a pretty housedress to a well
Cummings.
Mrs. Wm. K. Keene will leave today,
Rev. Charles W. Martin and the ladies of honors, $1, Dorothy Webber, Brooks;
king. In this department a
Feme Reynolds, Thorndike.
for a short visit in Portland.
the church served a most delicious menu,
Thursday,
was devoted to the display of
and
Cocking
housekeeping—County On her return she will
spend a short time
fr
rom there the
Ruth
champion,
$4,
clubs, accompanied by
Leman, Liberty.
allie, Mary’, Bernice and Mar. j
their leaders, marched to the Colonial First honors, S2, Milmina Blanchard, Pa- in Augusta, the guest of her daughter,
rug liters of Mr. and Mrs. K. J.
lermo; Hazel E. Boynton, Liberty; Abbie Miss Margaret L. Keene.
f Lincolnville. Mr. A. L. T. Theatre, where they were guests of the C. Nickerson,
Brooks; Dorothy E. MaWalter
J.
Clifford.
Mr. and Mrs Adrian C. Tuttle and
Agricultural Editor of the U. manager,
honey, Northport; Orrie Emmons, East
the like could not be duplifrriday morning’s session was a lively Northport. Second honors, $1 50, Caro family left Wedneiday for a vacation at
Gordon, South Montville; Fremetta Paul, their cottage at Lake QuantabacooK.
Maine. The poultry and pig one.
Remarks were made by Miss Ellis
Morrill; Rachel M. Gould, Lincolnville;
u
have to exhibit their prod- and Mr. Donahue. The prize essays were Doris Hodgdon, Northport; Feme Rey- Mrs. Tuttle returned Tuesday from a visThorndike.
Third honors, $1, it in Boston and vicinity.
he members were present with read and the prizes awarded. There was nolds,
ia 1 statements and stories of a judging contest w'ith ribbon prizes. Eleanor Abbott, Marie Hogan, ThornMr. and Mrs, Freeman A. Tewksbury
dike; Evangely Ryan, Morrill.
The boys identified the varieties of beans
s work and to share in the disSweet corn—County champion, $4, of Denver, Colo., were in Belfast the
.1 prizes.
and seeds and judged the qualities of po- Lloyd L. Wentworth, Brooks. Second past week as guests of Mr. and Mrs. E.
iial program was opened with tatoes, with Jerome Quimby of Brooks, honois, $2, Wm. R. Nickerson, Brooks.
M. Glidden. They were on their way to
Garden—County champion, $4, Ruth
lion of members Friday at 10 first; William R. Nickerson of Brooks,
visit in Dover and Atkinson.
Leman, Liberty. Second honor, S2, Ferae
a recess was taken until 1.30
second and Allen Colby of South MontMiss Inez L. Barker, R. N., of Center
Reynolds, Thorndike. Third honors, 51,
lively singing of America in- ville, third. The girls identified stitches Milmina Blanchard, Palermo; Lloyd L. Montville was in Belfast Friday on her
R.
William
there was to be a lot of en- and fabrics, etc., with Dons Hodgdon of Wentworth,
Nickerson, way to take a case in Islesboro. Her
Brooks.
the session of 1921.
Bert L. Northport, first; Ruth Leman of Liberty,
P. Barker, accompanied
Pig—County champion, $4, Hattie E. mother, Mrs. H.
sident of the Belfast Chamber second and Fremetta Paul of Morrill,
McKinley, Brooks Third honors, $1, her for a visit with friends.
third.
ce, knew just what to say to
Marie Hogan, Thorndike; William R.
Mrs. Mary Fisher Bosson, who has
feel that they were welcome
The county champions in the other Nickerson, Brooks; Maurice H. Boynton,
been at her Eggemoggin home for the
Allen Colby, South Montville.
Liberty;
the city and the response by projects were:
Canning, Abbie NickerPotato—County champion, $4, Jerome past six. months, will visit in Belfast in
vlartin of Liberty, the county son o£ Brooks; pigs, Hattie
McKinley of (juimby, Brooks. Second honor, $2, Wil- the near future on her way to New York,
er, was equally frank in exJackson; poultry, Eleanor Abbott of liam R.'Nickerson, Brooks. Third honor, where she will spend the winter.
anks for their welcome. Mr. Thorndike; sewing, Dorothy Webber of $1, Lloyd L. Wentworth, Brooks.
Mr. and Mrs. Earle L. Curtis of TorPoultry—County champion, $4, Eleanor
the chorus of club songs and Brooks; sweet corn, Lloyd L. Wentworth
Abbott, Thorndike. First honor, $2, Hat- rington, Conn with their Airdale pup>
d with the most cordial eucore of Brooks; potatoes, Jerome
tie
E.
Doris
Quimby.
McKinley,
Webber, Brooks.
an own son of Laddie Hard.ave one of his character solos.
Frizes were awarded as follows, the Third honor, $1, Hattie M. Escancy, Chief Sebago,
u say
the children took home award being based on the score of the South Montville; Feme Reynolds, Thorn- ing, arrived recently by car for a short
dike.
vacation in Belfast and vicinity.
The members in exhibits, keeping of records
Noughts of Mr. Davis.
Sewing—County champion, $4, Dorothy
Arvine Wales of Masillon, Ohio, is at
itville Club gave a demonstra- and writing of essays on their season’s
W'obber, Brooks. Second honor, $2, Anna
work:
-at the presiding officer County
Johnson, East Northport. Third honors, his cottage at Saturday Cove for a visit.
DEAN MERRILL’S LETTER
$1, Ioia Ingraham, Thorndike; Evangely His brother accompanied him.
S. Donahue called a model club
They
Ryan, Morrill; Mildred Lermondi Callie have been at Norman White’s camp in
Orono, October 17th.
This also reflected credit on
lo the club boys and girls of Waldo Lermond, Mary Lermond, Bernice LerNorthern Maine and have been enjoying
iders, Mr. and Mrs. Edwin C.
county and their leaders.
mond, Margaret Lermond, Lincolnville.
gunning in this vicinity.
JUNIORS.
leaders:

1921.

tative for

one

year

to the

Sovereign

Grand Lodge.
If we can trust the sagacity of our
wild animals, particularly the muskrats,
we need not fear a very rough winter.
These tireless little workers build their
winter homes

the banks of the ponds,
etc., by piling up mounds several feet in
diameter.
They use stubble, long reeds
on

for

Paramount, which will be shown at
the Colonial Theatre soon, is a wonderful
picture. It has an all-star cast headed by
Wallace Reid and Gloria Swanson and in

point of beauty of settings and splendor
photography, it cannot be surpassed.

of

Work

is

progressing rapidly on the
enlarging the offices of the
j Waldo Trust
Company. The concrete
and grasses which they reinforce With
vault is done and the lining and doors
drift wood and sticks. They then dig
will soon be in place.
The partition beinto the mound
under water and below

the ice line.

They wander and feed at
will during the winter.

work of

tween the directors’ room and the

what

rear

of

formerly the Palmer store is
down and the main partition will be
taken down the last of this week.
was

Primrose Chapter, O. E. S., has accepted an invitation to attend the annual
An interesting game, the first of a supinspection of Seaside Chapter of Cam- per
series, was played at Ward’s alley
den this, Thursday, evening.
All memSaturday night when Thayer's side won
bers desiring to attend will please notify
from Hatch’s side 3029 to 2880
The
Miss Emeroy Ginn, Mrs. Z. D. Hartscore: Thayer 437, Dutch 404, Pinette
shorn or Mrs. Thomas Gannon.
The
505, Mank 412, Thomas 417, Spinney 425,
banquet will be served at 6.30 to be folStaples 429; Hatch 401, Keen 429, Fowles
lowed by the inspection of Seaside by
395, Harvey 413, Mason 364, York 462,
the Grand Matron, Mrs. Mabel DeShon
Norton 416. A team of five Belfast playof Portland.
Mrs. Elmer Small, Worthy
ers are arranging to play five from BanMatron of Primrose, has been seriously
gor at Ward’s in the near future.
ill and will be unable to attend.

The North Church Guild will have a
sale in their church parlor next Saturday afternoon. Mrs. Clyde B. Holmes,
Mrs. Raymond R. Sherman and Mrs,
Oscar B. Wilkins will have charge of the
fancy work table; Mrs. W. L. West of
the apron; Mrs. George E. Kittridge,
Mrs. Charles W. Jennys and Mrs. Colby
A. Rackliff of the cooked food.
Many
attractive articles in fancy work and
aprons will be offered and it is always
possible to find the best of food when tbet
ladies of the North Church cater.
The Belfast High school eleven won.'
the Orono Catholic High o» the

from

McEellan grounds Wednesday, Oct. 19th,
a score of
21 to 6. Durham, Staples

in

and Nickerson starred forthe home team
Orono did some good work in passing.
Ermo Scott, the B. H. S. cheer leacer,
had some enthusiastic assistance in l he

large number of students present. Tuesday afternoon the Camden High defeated the B. H. S.
in

score

a

the McLellan grou ide
It was the best at-

on

of 35 to 7.

tended game of the season with plenty of
enthusiasm in cheering led by K. NicBerson and O. Orchard.
The B. H. S lineE.

Roberts, le; T. Knights, lt;CrimTuttle, c; Pottle, rg, Greenlaw rt;
Bailey, re; Durham, capt. andqb; Stap.es,
lh; Nickerson, fb; Hoifses. rb.

up:

er,

Hon. Blaine S. Viles a Candidate
for Congress.
Augusta, Me., Oct. 26, 1&21
To The Republican Journal:
It is generally understood that Congressman John A. Peters will presently
resign his seat to accept the position of
Judge of the United States District Court
about to be vacated by Judge Hale. This
will deprive our district of the very excellent services of our present Congressman, and will, I believe, necessitate a
special election. In this event I shall be
a candidate for the position,
It has beer,
mv ambition, and I think this fact has
been generally known over the district,
to succeed Congressman Peters at Washington, and if elected I pledge myself to
represent the district to the very best of

ability.

my

Many leading Republicans

of the district have been kind enough tc
express a friendliness to my candidacy
and I trust that the same will be looked
upon with favor throughout the district.
Blaine s. Viles

GOV. BAXTER APPROVES PLAN OF
THE LINCOLN WORSTED CO.
Extract from

Governor

Baxter’s

picture, which represents in a line,
clean way every phase of the social hygiene problem. The story was written by

sive

Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Thorndike of Rock- Katherine Bement Davis and is produced
Canning—First Honor, $3, Elzada NickBrooks. Second honors, $1, Esther land and Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wilson of
by Lasky Players under the supervision
Zeuobia
Blanchard,
Bailey, Palermo; C.
of Rockland, of the Surgeon General of the Army.
June Eiskine, Freedom; Robert C. Car- Florida, summer residents
ter, Montville; Elouise Shibles, Knox; arrived Sunday as guests of Mr. and Mrs- Miss Parker is working under the direcRuby R Bovnton, Liberty. Third hon- Charles R. Coombs. The gentlemen will tion of the Maine State Department of
ors, 75 cents, Marjorie bragdon, Knox;
spend their time in hunting in this vi- Health and the United States Public
Abbie L. Emmons, Northport; Bea trice
! cinity.
Health Service. If you have not heard
Bailey, Palermo.
F. R. Patten, C. E., has returned from her presentation of what is, perhaps, the
Cooking aud housekeeping—First honors, $1.50, Vera M. Howes, Verna Adams, a short visit to his home in Hampden- greatest menace to the American people
South
Montville; Elzada Nickerson, Mrs. Patten, who has been a frequent of today, you want to. If you have heard
Brooks; Elouise Shibles, Knox; Einor
her husband’s work her you will welcome this opportunity to
Payson, Velda G. Payson, Waldo. Sec- visitor here during
ond honors, $1, Marion Mahoney, A: bie as resident engineer of the Waldo County know more of this important subject.
L. Emmons, Northport; Marion
Adams, bridge construction, will return this week Dr. W. L. West of Belfast will also speak
Mary E. Adams, South Montville; Muriel from a short visit in Philadelphia.
of vital importance to all
on a subject
Shibles, Knox. Third honors, 75 cents,
Mr. and Mrs. H. F. Hazelbaker, for- who raise cattle or use milk.
Annie Davis, South Montville; Laura
Leadbetter, Lincoinville; Beatrice Austin, merly of this city, are now located at
Dr. George M. Hammond of Kentucky,
Brooks.
Chatham, Mass., where Mr. Hazelbaker a representative of the National Civic
Flint corn—First honor, $3, John
Ellis, holds a position as chief operator in the
Morrill.
Second honor, 52, Ashley H.
League, spoke at the Baptist cnurch last
Paul, Waldo.
j wireless station with the Radio Corpora- Thursday evening on “The Challenge of
Sweet
corn—First honor, $3, Leroy tion of America, as he did here with the
i the Times.” The meeting was held under
Howes, South Montville. Third honors, International Radio Telegraph Company.
the auspices of the Belfast churches.
$1, Robert Lesley, South Montville; Villiam Reyn.ids, Merton Reynolds, ThornRev. George C. Sauer presided and Rev.
SWANVILLE.
dike.
Charles W. Martin introduced the speakGarden—First honor, S3, Esther L.
While not large the audience coner.
Blanchard, Palermo, Second honors, $2,
Comet Grange will hold its next meet- tained representatives of all the city
Robert Morrill, North Dixmont; Martha
ing Saturday evening, Nov. 5th.
churches. Dr. Hammond spoke of the
E. Hubbard, Alton Sulham, Thorndike;
Miss Martha M. Nickerson had an ill wave of lawlessness that is sweeping
George B.Swett, Perley Bradford, Brooks.
Third honors, $1, Victor R Hathaway, turn the last of the week, but is improv- over the
country, the fact that people
Fred Whitaker, C. Merwin Temple. Deboast of breaking laws, and others seem
ing.
troit; Lucius V. Gould, Lincolnville;
Mrs. Annie Lowell of Dexter was the to have little moral sense or regard for
Ralph Knight, Carl Knight, Northport;
Beatrice Bailey, Zenobia Bailey, Palermo. guest of Mrs. Luella H. Nickerson and common decency.
The public officials
Pig—First honor, $3, Irlene Esancy,
from president to town officers should be
Miss Cora Parsons list week.

will be
this week.

weeK

welcomed any

afternoon

survive him.
Services were held Sunday afternoon at the home of B. E. Meservey, Lewiston.

erson,

South Montville. Second honor, |2, Alton Sulham, Thorndike.
Third honors,
II, Erlon Payson, Waldo, Laurent Larrabee, Merton Reynolds; Thorndike; Verna
Sanborn, Brooks; Russell Colby, South
Montville; Clifton Dickey, Lincolnville.
Potato—First honor, S3, John Ellis,
Morrill; James Eastman, Brooks. Second
honor, $2, Sidney W. Gordon, Thorndike.
Third honors, Si, George B. Swett, Mason Sbibles, Knox; William Reynolds,

Mrs. Albert Porter and two children,
who have been visiting at Maple Terrace,
have returned home to Old Town.

considered as God’s civil

ministers and

only men papable of acting as such should
be placed in office.
Within the past two
years 32 liquor organizations have been
Don’t forget the public box social at
formed and he appealed to the men and
the Grange Hall Saturday evening, Oct.
women to be awake to the danger of their
29th, for the benefit of the grange.
I^e influence in electing the National Con
cream

will be for sale.

Mr. J. W. Nickerson, who has been in
very poor health, is improving in many
ways, being able the past week to walk

Thorndike,
Poultry—First honor, 13, Vera Howes,
South Montviile. Second honors. $2,

He had evigress two years from now.
dently obtained a great deal of material

regard

to what has been going on in
our vicinity the past summer and very

in

Sulham, Thorndike; Robert C. to the store and back and up to residence frankly referred to aome surprising conCarter, Montviile; Oscar Bachelor, South of Z. D. Hartshorn and back.
ditions he had met in Maine. He referred
Montviile; Bennet Kelley, Brooks Third j
Mrs. Eastman of Orono lectured to a to the criminal character of the liquor
honors, 75 cents, Erma Sanborn, Brooks;
Karl Johnson, Nortbport; Eli E. Bucklin, | goodly number of ladies last Tuesday af- traffic both in public and private life and
Julia Hathorn, Thorndike; Verna E. Paul,
ternoon at the i\ome of Mrs. A. E. Cun- knew what he was talking about. The
Waldo; Robert Lesley, Mary Adaips; |
of the Farm Bu- handsome eight-foot flag used in adverIrlene L. Esancy, South Montviile; Muriel1 ningham in the interest
reau Extension which they hope to or- tising the meeting was won by pupils on
Shibles, Knox.
Sewing—Second honors, $1, Elouise I ganize here later.
on the Central Common.
Alton

Speech

The County Commissioners had a hear- j
made at Houlton, Maine, Wednesday.
George H. rcoDertson, leader of the
ing on complaints of the unsafe condition
October 19th, 1921, as taken from
Baptist Boy Scouts, Troop Three, gave a of the upper
bridge, so-called, last SaturThe Aroostook Daily News.
a most entertaining report Wednesday
This
was
followed
a
day morning,
by
“There is no one in the State of Maine
evening, Oct. 19th, in the vestry, of the special meeting. As an outcome it was
who believes more in private initiative
recent trip he took with 15 of his boys
ordered that the signs then on the bridge than I do.
As I came up from Bangor
into the northern section of Maine. He
be removed and the structure strengthen- and saw the pulp mills all along the way
used many views of interest of the boys, ed to bear a four-ton
and the great worsted mill which is being
weight and signs to
at Lincoln I was impressed with the
scenic beauties,
buildings, mountains, that effect be placed at each end of the built
vision of a man who is building that mill.
streams and animals. He took the pichas
This
been
used con- Any men who put their money into these
bridge.
bridge
tures, made the slides, and did the colorstantly, in the detour during the con- great enterprises are doing the public a
tremendous service and deserves the suping, all a credit to him in every respect. struction of the Waldo County bridge.
port ofsevery citizen of the State. If it
The trip covered 370 miles over Maine’s
were not for these people who are willing
Telephone
Week.
Through the
most wonderful scenery, including a
to invest their money in these enterof
the
heads
of
the
courtesy
departments
climb up Mt. Katahdih.
cost
The
per
prises, there woull be no prosperous vilthe
subscribers
of
the
local
telephone
lages and towns. We want to encourage
boy, including transportation and food,
to invest his
did not exceed $10. Mr. Robertson enters were given the privilege of inspecting every man in the State
money in the building up of Maine’s ininto the life of his Scouts. He has their our up-to-date an! well managed exdustries, and to make it possible for more
About 150
confidence and they have his. They re- change during the past week.
people to live here and contribute to the
The prosperity of this State
Governor Baxceived many courtesies on the trip from availed themselves of the pleasure.
had no conception of what a j ter at Houlton mass meeting.
the lact that he could vouch for their majority
amount of work was handled until
good conduct. There was a large attend- large
GEORGE E THOMAS
they stood in the operating room and saw
ance of the Scouts, many of their parents
the busy centrals. It is safe to say that
George E. Thomas died October 2is: at
and friends.
St. Mary's General Hospital, Lewiston,
many of the subscribers will have a little
Members of Waldo Pomona Grange more
patience in waiting for answers and Me. He suffered a shock Sept. 1st from
are especially desirous of a large attend- for
He was born in
busy lines. This is with them a dull which he did not rally.
ance at
their meeting in Equity Grange season as it
Northport, Dec. 2, 1849, the son of Danis between the rush of sumand Abigail Thomas.
iel
The eariy part
Hall in Belfast Nov. 1st. The lecturer mer and the
regular winter work. It is of his life was spent in Belfast, where he
has secured a program of unusual inter- also the season when the lines are
usually was employed as sail maker. Later tie
was employed at Portsmouth Nav.y Yard.
est.
One of the speakers will be Miss clear and not affected bv storms.
Many He was
a member of the M. E. Church.
Myra V. Parker, R. N., of Auausta, who kind remarks have been heard in regard
Thirty-three years ago he married Mrs.
will give a lecture on Social Hygiene. to the pleasure derived from
Telephone Emma Meservey of Belfast who survives.
It will be illustrated by the Government Week and it will result in mutual
bene- One brother, Elbridge A. Thomas and
one sister, Mrs.
Hattie T. Carter, also
lilm “The End of the Road,” an impres- fits.
Any who were not able to call last

69c.
We

closing out our entire line of
Symphony Lawn Stationery at 69 cents
are

box.

Regular prices from 90c. to
$1.75. All shapes, all sizes, all colors. A
good chance to get your Xmas Stationery.
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BE SURE
In all money affairs be sure. Don’t think; don’t suppose; don’t guess; don't take anything for granted.
When you pay a bill, geU a receipt. When you hand
money to anyone speak fut the amount.
And know
exactly how much you have AHE.4D. To this end
HAVE A SAVINGS ACCOUNT AND TAKE
CHANCES.

4% Interest Paid

Compounded May

on

NO

Savings Accounts,

1st and November 1st
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Waldo Trust

Company
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Dr. Hilton's No. 3

Subscription Terms.
In advance,
year, $1.00 for six months; 50 cents
for three months.

will break up

The freshly medicated pellets have
been used for 30 years for the relief of Influenza, Grippe. Bronchitis,
Pneumonia and Sore Throat.

QUOTATION
“To stn by silence when

we

should pro-

test

Makes cowards out of men, The human

Pleasant

race

Has climbed

Had

protest.

on

been raised

Panama

Easy

to

or

to

carry.

Or. Hilton’s No. 3 is an old standard reliable preventive, sure and safe.

Against injustice, ignorance and lust,
The inquisition yet would serve the law,
And guillotines decide our least disputes,
The few who dare must speak, and speak
again;
To right the wrongs of many.”
free

to take.

quality, in gasoline anything else, doesn’t
FINEmuch
unless it
absolutely uniform.

Will not upset the stomach.

voice

no

cold

a

(At all Druggists)
to the vessels of commerce and
of
nations on terms of entire
equality, so that there shall be no discrimination against any such nation, or
open

of all

war

tolls

its citizens or

The United States Senate has recently
a very earnest discussion concerning
Panama tolls and on the 10th day of this

conditions or

had

subjects, in respect of
charges, or otherwise.”

x

p

jOtf6 lAmfevmifif

r or one square,
Advertising Terms,
one inch length in column, 50 cents for
one week and 35 cents for each subsequent

12.00 a

I

tU

24

Co.

the

analysis of the vote shows that party
were ignored.
Senators Walsh of
month voted, yeas, 47, nays, 37, in favor
of allowing American vessels engaged in Mass., Underwood, Reed, Ramsdell, Harcoastwise trade, to pass through the rison, Walsh of Montana, Ashurst, and
canal without paying for that privilege. seven others voted for free tolls, while
Without arguing the case from either Senators Borah, Penrose, Poindexter,
point of view we submit the following Cummin s, Lodge, Fernald, and 27 other
undisputed facts concerning this matter Republicans did likewise. The Democrats
which of late has attracted our attention. who voted against free tolls were Sena-

I

“It means a lot to the motorist to know that the
Socony
Gasoline sold in Bar Harbor is the same as that sold in
Hartford or m Buffalo. Wherever you buy
Socony you
are sure to get the most in
power and mileage that any
gasoline can give you—and get it consistently.

I

“Form that good habit of stopping

1

pump even7 time you need

An

I#

amount

is

at

I

I

■

I

Socony filling

a

gasoline.”

I

lines

The United

States

paid

26

S

Glass, Ring, Simmons, Pomerne and
Lodge, McCormick, McCumber, McKinley, Kenyon, Hale and 12

tors

the French

14 others, and

company which held the Panama Concession and had failed in the undertaking, about $42,000,000. It paid Panama

other Republicans also voted against the
$10,000,000 in cash and agreed to pay, in proposition.
It was agreed by all the Senators that
addition, $250,000 per annum, forever,
for a strip of land ten miles wide across American vessels engaged in foreign
the Isthmus. Across this land it built trade, and American war vessels should
the canal at a cost of $400,000,0(0. It pay tiie sanu rates of tolls as were levied
paid or is about to pay $25,000,000 to on foreign merchant vessels and foreign
Colombia in settlement of a somewhat war vessels. Our laws provide that our
disputed claim which that country had coastwise transportation shall be carried
made against the United States.
The
total cost of the canal was a little more
than >450,000,000 all in good American

in American vessels.

money, plus

conttol.

to

l

STANDARD OIL CO. OF NEW YORK

Gallon
“

"£rery

Broadway

|

CDNY

ft

REG. U.S. PAT. OFF.

I

MOTOR GASOLINE

Every nation admits that coastwise transportation is en- I
tirely outsi !e of international comity or

The Senators who voted for free
tolls took the ground that as our coast-

the $250,000 annual tribute

Panama.

opened for navigation, wise trade was an entirely domestic matreceipts for tolls ter Congress had a right to exempt it
from the opening of the Canal up to July from tolls. Those who voted against free
1, 1920, were $33,350,(48. The cost of tolls base their action on a literal interoperating and maintaining during that pretation of Article 3 of the Hay-Paunceperiod was >36,771,473.
fote. Treaty.
The canal

Aug.

was

1914.

14,

The

Anticipating

the opening of the Canal
At the close of the World war the
an act
known as the
Panama Canal Act and this act was ap- I United States had in France an enorproved by President Taft Aug.
1912. j mous quantity of supplies, which had

Congress passed

24,

!
in its major part provided for been shipped there for the use of AmeriAn inventory showed that
the government operation and control of j can soldiers.
round
the Canal, but in this presentation of ! the value of these supplies was,
facts ;t js necessary to mention only a ! numbers, Si,739,000,000, just about three
part of Section 5, which reads as follows: ! times the assessed valuation of all the

The act

jn

real estate in the State of Maine.

Hav-

“The President is hereby authorized to
prescribe and from time to time change ! ing no further need of these goods, our
1
tin
it shall i be levied by ihe government sold them to the French
goveri -i. 't of tin- United States for the
of the Panama Ganal.No
tolls si
he levied ubon vessels engaged

1

government for less than one-fourth of
their cost an cl the French government
was given ten years in which to pay for

use

;

United

:

States.
ti
that

them.

;.

be

v\;

T here

was a

somewhat indefinite

agreement that these goods were to be
i.sed by the French government for the

remark in, passing
under cur bus no foreign vessels
!o engage in our coastwise
iv

lo

purpose of rebuilding its devastated areas
and for the relief of her distressed peo.Km
:e
American port 1o another * pie. Instead of doing this, the French
-overnment has sold enormous quantities
President Wiiscn did not favor free of these goods to speculators who have
toiis gnu a short time before the canal been re-shipping them to the United

the

i:.

nsportation

1

of

was ccmpitled, with the consent of ConSlates wh re they aie being sold at a
giess, tolls were levied against all ves- i price less than the cost of manufacture.
sels passing through it.
Nothing political I This accounts for some of the present
nl’utr.. td President Wilson or Ins Con- unemployment in this country. Under
n
gress
lending against free tolls for our laws these goods are admitted free
American coastwise vessels. Their rea- of duty. This may not be a complete

for so doing will be found in the breach of faith on the part of the French
HayPauncefote Treaty hetween the government but it certainly appears' to
United Si ales and Great Britain which be what we in this country condemn as
was iat lied and proclaimed about
Some three
twenty being “sharp practice.”
years ago. President Roosevelt was then months ago the House of Representatives
strenuously promoting the canal project. passed a resolution placing a tariff of 90
John Bull was entirely filling that the per cent on these goods. This was blockUnited States should bijy the right of ed in the Senate by a democratic memway and construct the canal agits own ber.
The original sale of these goods to I
expense, but it he could not have the full France was made by the late democratic I
benefit of its use he would negative the administration.
enterprise. He did noL put it in that
There are forms of industry which
crude way, but insteairhe
said, “there
as public utilities
must ba a basis of neutralization of
the have become known
ship canal.” President Roosevelt under- because of the direct dependence of the
them for life and comfort.
stood what that meant and the
Hay- public upon
Pauncefote treaty was negotiated and Steam and electric railroads, telephone
ratified by the United States and Great and telegraph companies and gas and
electric companies are examples. HighBritain early in 1902. Article 1
says:
7 .re present treaty shall
ly
important concerns of that character
supercede the
Convention of the 19th of
April, 1850.” may be entirely the property of private
This was a reference to the
but certain laws permit them
so-called individuals,
to exist and say that they shall be conClayton-Bulwer Treaty.
Article 3 says: “The United States tinuous and that the owners shall not be
adopts as the basis of the neutralization free of their plant whenever they wish
of such ship canal the
following rules, to do so. The activity of these public
substantially as embodied in the conven- utilities, especially that of the railroads,
sons

has become

tion signed the 28:li day of
October, 1888,
for the free navigation of the Suez
that

is

to say:

Canal,

The canal shall be free and
I

^(a/ridcn -JUibbatd
HATS and CAPS
Some

BUY hats

men

Others merely have hats sold
to them
Name the brand what ever
you

buy

Learn where to get quality
Know where to' get satisfaction
Ask for what you want
Insist on getting what you
want

The

more

men
our

discriminate
market for

Lamson-Hubbard Hats
Sold

by
DWIGHT P. PALMER
and OWENS BROS.

necessary

gent and cause death
household. Nobody

a

a

part of the

to
has

enter

many

complained

against a law that requires the owners
of public utilities to give constant service
even if done at a loss.
In 1919, the latest
reliable figures we ha've, there were 1,997,616 railroad employes, and today
these men are preparing to do what the
law says their employers shall not do.
If the lailroad employes carry out their
threat to strike one hundred million outr aged people will rise up a gainst them.
The unemployment conference has adjourned. Mr. Hoover has said the gist
of the report from cities show that not
mtfce than from 10 to 20 per cent of the

unemployment of the country
necessitous kind such

was

of

a

made emergency
A great many who

as

was

officially stated in Washington

few days ago that the United States
would oppose the suggestion of certain
British statesmen that

an

adjustment of

international loans should be undertaken

are

listed

at

the armament conference. The fact
a suggestion has been made is

Krsux

Housework is hard enough when healthy.
Every Belfast woman who is having
backache, blue and nervous spells, dizzy
headaches and kidney or bladder troubles,

Mrs.

j

WATCH
THE BIG 4

GOLD MEDAL

CASTOR* A

Owing to the short
hay e r o p many

Mr. Gus Clark is repairing his house at
the Stream.

should be glad to heed tins Belfast woman’s exper ence.
Mrs. John McAuliffe, 10 Federal St.,
merely another indication that Great
says: ‘T was in a weak .and run down
Britain is inclined to dodge the main cond.tion about four
years ago and at
question, intends to dicker with the rep- lirst, didn’t know what was the matter
with
me
until
my kidneys began to show
resentatives of the United States and
These organs were
signs of disorder.
hopes to get the better end of the bar- weak a id uanatur.-l in
many ways,shoegain. Neither Great Britain, nor Japan, ing tnat
uiev were at fault.
My back
has as yet shown the slightest real enwas sore and lame and it hurt me to bend
thusiasm for any degree of limitation of oown.
My eyes would be all swollen up !
aimament.
underneath. I read about Doan’s Kidney
Pills being so good for kidney trouble, so
WHAT MAKES HIM SUCCESSFUL
I sent to the City Drug Store and got two
boxes. After using them my troubles
He puts all ol himself into whatever I
left me.
I still take a few Doan’s now
he is thinking, saying or doing—one
and then when I feel my kidneys Jrequire
thing at a time.
a tonic and they always bring the best of
He does not expect other men to stand
results.
1 couldn’t recommend a better
aside and let him pass. He believes that
remedy than Doan’s.*’;
he is able to push his way through any
Price 60c. at all dealers. Don’t simply
tight place—and that makes him able.
He pushes forward, with robust friendli- ask for a kidney remedy—get Doan’s
ness; with courtesy given to other not Kidney Pills—the same that Mrs. McAulilfe had
for their sakes alone, but for his own.
Foster-Miiburn Co., Mfrs.,
He is a man who never lies; never Buffalo, N. Y.
brags; never worries; never tells his affairs; never expects anything he does
not earn; never cringes for favors; never
snive s over
disappointments; never
thinks that the next fellow is not as
smart as he is.
He ei vies nobody.
He
does not care what others do.
He does not peek at the world through
a crack in a board fence—but views it
widely from a hill-top.
Stomach-Kidneys-Heart- Liver
He knows that Opportunity eats with
him, works beside him, and at night
Keep the vital organs healthy by
sleeps on the door-mat.
regularly taking the world’s standHe is an economical man—that makes
ard remedy for kidney, liver,
him trusted. His baok-book is his referee.
bladder and uric acid troubles—
Self-interest makes him keep his
money, preparing for the day when it
will help him forward.
He hears employers of high-priced men
say that a man who is not capable of
keeping his money after he earns it, has
something wrong with him. Such a one
is not a high-priced man.
The National Remedy of Holland for
Employers of men regard a bank-book
in which there is a steadily growing bank
tenturies and endorsed by Queen WilheU
as
account
a No. 1 recommendation for
mina, At all druggists, three sizes.
an
office
to
a
boy
geneverybody—from
Look for the name Gold Modal on every box
and accept no imitation
eral manager.
A bank-book has won many a man the
They Go Together
job he wants—and kept many a man in

Cry

us.

WOMEN GIVE OUT

that such

imperative.
as being unemployed would not
work if opportunity offered. A great
many more are physically unable to work.
There are also about 50,000 people out on
strikes. Opening the mills and engaging his job.
in large public improvements at the expense of the national treasury will not
Children
help the lazy, the incompetent or the inFOR FLETCHER’S
capacitated. These we always have with
measures

the wider

so

public welfare its sudden stoppage would
bring disaster to business, would be a
calamity to the so-called wage earning
class, would bring suffering to the indi-

It
a

taking

Emma Gordon is in Montville
of Mrs. Myra Carter, who is

care

farmers will dispose of their thin
cattle this fall. W.
M. Little Company,

sick.
Earle Curtis and Bertha Harden were
married Oct. 3rd in Belfast by Rev. David Brackett. Their many friends extend
congratulations and best wishes.

Perry Shibles bad a box social at the
Stream school Friday evening Oct. 17th,
for the benefit of the School League.
The net proceeds were S23. All report a
good time.

Rockland,

ADVERTISING

are

buy-

ing such stock for

Sanford Iron Rust
and Stain Remover

canners.

Here is another

as good as the other
TESTIMONIAL
Belfast, Me., Sept. 29, 1921.
friends who will be interested,

HALL &

To my
I would say: Mr. D. E. Smith gave a very
practical demonstration of his Iron Rust
and Stain Remover by removing a very
bad ink stain from a lmeu table cloth
with very little effort.
MRS. E. F, HANSON.
Note.
Mr. Hanson was mayor for 11

COLE, INC

94 to 102 h'aneuil Hall Market, Boston, Mass.
Almost 75 years in the same location m
established 1848.
COMMISSION

FRUIT

AND

Boston's big marl

MERCHANTS
PRODUCE

years.

D. E. Smith, Sole

Apples Our Specialty

Agent,

68, Belfast, Maine.
postal and I will call.

Box

Drop

a

efficient service. Stencils furnished on application. Ketcrcn.
Any commercial agency; Beacon Trust Co., Boston.

Prompt.and
4t41*

CAN YOU BEAT IT?

SINCE 1882

CHICHESTER S PILLS

W

At 72 Main Street, Belfast.

Brand/FVl
metalUc\V7

Charles R. Coombs
Undertaker

A
TIIE DIAMOND BRAND.
Lad'.eal Aak your Urnnlit for
Clil4hM*ter a diamond
A 1*111# lu Krd and Gold
M boxes, sealed with Blue Ribbon.' \j
>1 Take no other. Bur of year ▼
X Brnnrlnt. AskforCIII-Giree-TERp
DIAMOND BRAND PILLS,fort*
years known as Best, C afest, Ahrsys Re^ahk

SOLO BY DRUGGISTS

GIVE US A CHANT I
to bid on your furniture or an
have to sell. Drop postal or
J. AUSTIN Mi'h' l
tf 17
Bel fas i. M

Belfast Savings Bank

WANTED

Notice is hereby given that Savings Hank

_

HAIR

GROWER

MILDREDINA HAIR
“The rapidly increasing divorce rate,”
REMEDY grow* hair
remarked the wit,“indicates that America
quickly, remove* dandis indeed becoming the land of the free.”
ruff, darkens gray or
“Yes,” replied his prosaic friend, “but
faded hair, stops falling
the continued marriage rate suggests that
and makes it beautiful.
75c and $1.25 a bottle,
it is still the home of the brave.”—The
Louise Go., Malden 48. Maas,
American Legion Weekly.
I Mildred

Book No. 13480, issued by this bank, has
been lost and application has been made for

duplicate book according to laws regulating issuing new books.
FULLER C. WENTWORTH.

a

Treasurer.

Belfast, Oct. 19. 1921-3w43

Plain Sewing and Mend

ing

at

24 Union Street

Along

a

Coast of

Delight

where to the steps now in progress and
in prospect for the improvement of one

WATCHFUL EYES
.[.'guarding the health of
and daughter and grandrfcildrcu. Grandma knows
a,n

Doctor’s Prescription
Internal and External
0 years of Success
I

|

famous old

anodyne has
d for Coughs, Colds,
I hroat. Grippe, Cramps,
Chills, Strains, Cuts,
and many other cornroubles. For more than
•rtury generation after
.lion
has praised its
All dealers. 25 and 50c.

by

filiation

the

Goveruor.

Day,

1921, has a two-fold
it commemorates the end
lest war in history, and marks
ng of tne most promising
:aken towards ultimate world

e

:

is dawning when preparations
st cease for the world can no
ore the strain
of competing
If ambition, distrust and
interests of men and nations
.s' aside at the disarmament conat opens on November 11th,
II forever be heralded as the
,i„ lentous day in the world’s hiss gathering of statesmen holds
i
iilimited possibilities for the
J he world.
i! -.refore, I, Fercival P. Baxter,
»
f the State of Maine, do hereate Friday, November 11, 1921,
arid disarment day in tile State
c;.
[i,. i- and I urge the people of our
recall the sacrifices made by
died and suffered in the World’s
a:iJ to pause and give serious
o the problem it is hoped will
d the approaching conference.
:.i'-' be observed throughout the
demu and impressive exercises

ools, churches, courts, homes,
citizens join with the Ameriin making tfiis day worthy to
ered in Maine’s history,
...

the office of the Governor at
and sealed with the great seal
this thirteenth day of October,
ir of our Lord one thousand
ed and twenty-one, and of the
one the one hundred and lirst.
PERCIVAL P. BAXTER,
Governor of Maine.
Frank, w. ball,
Secretary of State.
I HEY

of the most remarkable of drives in all
the world. It begins on the North Shore
of Massachusetts, with its myriad beauties, and thence follows the beaches, with
their unobstructed outlook over the broad
Atlaulic, to cross New Hampshire and
southern Maine, sweep by the placid
waters of island-sentinelled Casco Bay
and reach the Kennebec at Bath.
From
there it extends eastward past inlet and
estuary until it swerves to the north on
the shore of Penobscot Bay, and spreads
before the eye of the traveller a prospect
of sea and curving coast on the one hand
and blue-capped hills on the other, a
scenic panorama equalled in beauty by
few if any coastwise regions in our own
country or in lands beyond the seas. And
there are similar attractions in the
stretches beyond that extend this highway along a coast of delight until it
reaches Frenchman’s Bay.
Obviously
the improvement of this drive, hundreds
of miles in lenth, is a matter of more
than local concern.
The bridge at Belfast is a memorial to
the soldiers of Waldo County who died in
the World War. It is not the only bridge
of the kind designed in memory of New
England lads. There is in process of construction the great bridge at Portsmouth
winch will serve to commemorate the
valor of boys of New Hampshire and of
Maine.
It is appropriate that the two
States and the Federal Government
should unite in this undertaking. The
great structure linking New Hampshire
and Maine and the lesser structure at
Belfast will be enduring monuments. It
is iitting that in these sea board States
there should be such bridges, standing
lirmly against the onward sweep of tide
and current, typifying the strength and
nobility of the young men who met death
on foreign fields.
And it is not derogatory to their purpose as memorials to
point out the value of these bridges to
the living. That value is enhanced many
fold by the fact that in addition to promoting transportation for commercial
purposes they add to the pleasure and
inspiration to be obtained from scenic
charm and grandeur.
There are other opportunities for bridge
building along this New England Shore
Drive. The spanning of the Kennebec at
Hath has been seriously proposed, and is
feasible from an engineering standpoint.
Whether the time will soon come when it
may be brought about, in view cf the
great cost it would involve is, of course,
another question. Such a bridge, presumably to accommodate both highway
and railroad travel, would be a mighty
asset in restoring prosperity to a section
of the Pine Tree State which has suffered
through the passing of old-time industries.
While the Kennebec bridge may
be an improvement that will not come
! soon, the Maine folk, should not defer
lesser undertakings needed to improve
Ij their share of this drive through three
;
States. It is poor policy to expose the
traveller to the perils of rough and rocky
roads
a
fow miles from a bridge costi
tug hundreds of thousands of dollars. No
reasonable etfort should be spared to
make the drive alongshore from Boston
to Bar Harbor of uniform excellence.
Maine has made a commendable record
in building modern highways. It is to be
assumed that those along the coast will
receive the attention that their importance warrants.—Boston Transcript.

Why

HAD COURAGE.

fuitude of wealth represented
gigantic business enterprises
our
country causes us to
w the thing was accomplished
seldom let our mind wander
e time when the men responsible struggled against tremendm
their courageous belief in
and their product.
If we
he personal ear of Rockefeller,

Wrigley, Schwab, Douglas

remedy

more

closely

Be

Mr. Hoover say :—“The bald fact is
that there are
treat this

asso-

|

I could hardly
drag one foot after the
other. I had indigestion
perfectly awful.

That

to

or as

Save Coal—Kerosene is

j

a

fall—make your home cozy
a Perfection
Oil Heater. It will provide warmth
just where and when you want it, and
it will save you from starting your
furnace before it is really needed.

THIS
and comfortable with

Political

opportunity

and

The Perfection is so simple and easy
to operate. Just the thing for the children’s bedroom on those sharp, frosty
mornings! And it can be carried easily

op

Cheaper

to any other room in the

house, where
heat is needed.
It saves lighting the furnace before the
real cold weather starts, and it is most
economical as compared with coal,
Sold by hardware, housefurnishing and
department stores, in blue or black
finish, with or without nickeled trimniings. Ask your dealer to show you one.
extra

For best results

use

Socony

kerosem.

Ask your dealer about the

$5,000.00
Perfection Heater Content

pwtctiw

—o«%-jggwl:

Greeley^Frank

PERFECTION

1

Chapman,
Norton, Mrs. Marilia Carpenter, Mrs. Ellen Harriman, Mrs. Marv
Cox and son Grover of West
Liberty,
Mrs.

Oil Heaters
STANDARD OIL GO. OF NEW YORK
26 Broadway

BIRD'S ROOFS

Susan

and Mrs. Sophrona Murry went to North
Searsport recently to attend the Veterans’ Association.

CASTOR IA

f

For Infants and Children
!

In Use For Over 30 Years
bears

Always
FIRST AID DRILLS FEATURED
AT FAIRS.

jI

the

Signature of

and

demonstrations of
appear to be displacing
the conventional balloon ascension and
the gyrations of troupes of gymnasts at
State and couul.y fairs. During the county
fair season, just closed, a number of first
aid demonstrations have been given in
vaiious States by telephone companyemployees, in to operation with the Red
An appropriation of $310,000 for
I
Cross.
Red Cross work in connection with the
Instruction it. first aid work is a part of
the regular training of outside plant men ! “clean-up” campaign instituted by the
in many of the companies associated in
Government to bring the claims of all
the Bell Telephone System and frienddisabled service men who are entitled
ly rivalry a feature of the work, the
to Federal aid before the proper govvarious departments or sections holding
ernment bureau for action, has been
contests by w y of demonstrating their
made by the American Red Cross.
: proficiency.
Executive Committee
of
the
I
A problem consisting of a statement of | Tlie
American Red Cross in making the
fact as to the supposed accident with
which a volunteer “patient” has met is
appropriation authorized the appropriation of $35,000 of tills sum to the
I given to the rival teams and their ef! ficiency is judged on the speed an! acAmerican Legion to defray the exwith
which
the
curacy
proper remedy is
pense of the Legion representatives
applied.
assigned to the various districts of
Whenever given, these first aid demonthe Veterans Bureau.
strations have aroused great interest
The remainder of the appropriation
among county and State fair crowds and
many requests are
being received for was authorized for apportionment
similar exhibitions indoors duriug the
among the several Divisions of the
Red Cross for carrying on that part
coming winter season.
of the “clean-up” work that fails diTHE MEASURE OF SUCCESS.
rectly upon the Red Cross organization.

practical value

WITCH HAZEL OINTMENT

SICK STOCK

St., N,

fault

the national character
aud that it can be adequately met only
by concerted, national, cooperative action
LlbtKTY.
involving every element of our economic
life.’’
Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Hurd motored to
1
The Newark News says:
Organized ;
Augusta to visit their daughter, Mrs. labor clings tenaciously to the idea that
William Carey.
in the liquidation period it alone can
But it
the deflation process.
Mrs, John F. Chapman and Mrs. A. H. escape
clings in vain. On the other hand, it
Wood of Belfast dined with Mrs. Hattie must be admitted that there are plenty
Davis a few days ago.
of employers eager to make this the ocBecasion for pounding wages down
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bagley have
tween the two there is a golden mean of
moved into the Thomas P. Mathews* readjustment and an unwillingness by
either side to seek it obstructs the major
house for the winter.
object of the conference
W. J.
Brown, Will
“Senator Nelson declares that workPierce and Truman Linscott spent two men are themseives responsible for much
unemployment, because they will not
days at the Topsham fair.
consent to a readjustment in wages.
He
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Sanford and
neice, mentions the rail workers; but he might1
Miss Alice Light, who have been passing have included the building trades and a
dozen others. There is an impression
a week in
Boston, have returned home.
abroad that thousands out of work might
Mrs, Willis Knowlton was called to be working if they would accept the
Manchester, N. H., last week by the ill- class of work offered and the wages that
can be paid.
ness of her
daughter, Mrs. Guy Sterling.
“No matter how hard the nation may
Mrs. George Palmer, who has been try, it can not give back the war-time jobs
at
the war-time wages. The emergency
quite ill, is some better. Mrs. Eliza Waare
temporary stimulants;
terhouse of MoDtviile has beencaring for measures
‘shoots in the arm’ to rally a weak patient.
her.
If the patient goes back to his old ways
and
he will again collapse. With
Dr. and Mrs. C. B.
Hoit, who have the excesses,
best will in the world, industry can ;
been passing two weeks in
Hampden, not pay war-time wages or anything like i
have returned to their home. All the war-time wages. If the unemployed are
people were very glad for the doctor to waiting for this, they are likely to be
have the rest but are glad to see him at ‘unemployed’ for a long time.
“What will labor do about it? Busi 1
home.
ness has recognized an emergency and
i
Arbutus Chapter, O. E. S„ No. 19, en- admits its share of the responsibility.”
“Will labor recognize and admit its
| tertained about .20 members of Rosewood
share of the emergency and the responsi! Chapter of Searsmont
recently, it being bility, consider and accept the necessary
the inspection of the Chapter by the As- reductions and take the road to meet
j sociate Grand
Patron, Leslie D Ames of emergency half wayS If not, the success of
the conference and its plans,
Seaside Chapter, Camden.
temporary and permanent, can be no
Rev. H. W. Abbott, Hon. L. C.
Morse, more than half-success at best.”—The
|
Literary Digest.
James L. Kuowlton, Frederick

__

;rip*ry Medicines,

one’s

Neither can
portunity are correlatives.
exist without the other without
We
long
regular dyspeptics.
or social colWe all swearwuer®a‘l,
by Tanlac now at our house. leading to social upheaval,
j
It ought to be in
Where either is denied property j
every home, It’s the lapse.
are
in
world s greatest family medicine.”
rights
jeopardy.
“It is suggested that manufacturers,
The above statement was
made by
Ll Tes,ey> 8 well-known and wholesalers and letailers reduce prices.
highly respected machinist, living at 83 Why should prices have advanced in the
last month?
Certainly raw materials
Downing St., Buffalo, N. Y.
be held responTanlac ia sold in Belfast by Read & and labor charges cannot
and probably
nothing
Hills; S. J. Glidden, Freedom; S. M. sible for this;
would bring a greater measure of relief
A- M- Ross> Lincoln-nDt’oSandypoint:
than reduced prices to induce broader
ville; Sear&port Drug Co., and by the
buying. Every item in all this shows
leading druggists in every town.
of the situation

HUMPHREYS’

,lHE

4,000,000 idle.

some

“li

home needs than Scott’s
For years past this emulsion
rwegian cod-liver oil, conlain1
idedlv higher percentage of no more.
ng vita mines than cream, has
"The men of Maine remain true to this
nake puny children strong, re- great cause and the women give to it
re winter colds,
or renewed
Their overwhelming approval. I believe
ter we have overworked or in tile day is soon at hand when our whole
become broken in health.
We Nation will be as iirm in the faith as is
known little of Scott’s Ernul- Maine, the pioneer Prohibition State.”
se who laid the foundations of
In response to a request for a statess had not the vision and courment of wliat every American boy- has to
their first earnings into news
be thankful for, Governor Baxter made
rtising, but they-had the cour- the following reply:
It isn’t the cut of the clothes that you'
he result is that Scott’s Emul“E. S. Martin, Secretary-, Educational j
wear,
v.n as a national food-tonic the
Board, Boy Scouts of America,
Nor the stuff out of which they are
The makers of Scott’sEmulThe Fifth Avenue Building,
made,
ain their own fisheries olT the
New York City.
Though chosen with taste and fastidious
mrway where the oil is taken
My Dear Mr. Martin:—
care,
1 livers by a steaming process j
"You ask .me to make a j
It is.i’i tils prioe that ycu paid;
shipped to their own refining statement of “What every American boy It isn’t the size of your pile in the bank,
oomfield, N J., where it passes has to be thankful for,” and lam glad to
Nor the number of acres you own,
highly scientfi-’ refining pro- to send the following:
It isn’t a question of prestige or rank,
ng the users of Scott’s Emul“Every American boy should be thankNor of sinew and muscle and bone;
.ver oil medically perfect,
ful:
It isn’t the servants that come at your
mig scientific experiment, the
1. That he is a boy and that his fucall.
f Scoit’s Emulsion have pro- ture is before him
It isn’t the things you possess,
gestive preparation in tablet
2. That lie is an American boy with Whether
many or little—or nothing at all,
;!ar form Known as Ki rnoids,
unlimited opportunities for development.
It’s service that measures success.
in
favor daily and the
3. That he has been given a good start
rowing
f'd for Scott’s Emulsion—news- in the fundamentals
through our public It isn’t a question of name, or of length
Of an ancestral pedigree,
ertising—which is the surest school system.
4.
tp the public both informed and
That he has within himself the Nor a question of mental vigor and
strength.
power of shaping his own destiny.
Nor a question of social degree,
! advertisers spend millions of
S. That others have prepared the way
L
It
isn’t
a question of city or town,
year for newspaper space, giv- ; for him and will help if he proves deNor a question of doctrine cr creed,
nerchants wonderful opportuiii- servin g.
ease their sales by displaying
6. That he can make a definite con- It isn’t a question of fame or renown,
Nor a question of valorous deed;
advertised goods, but the local tribution toward maintaining the high
But he who makes somebody happy each
must remember that he has a ideals of American citizenship.
to establish and maintain and
"I should be glad to have you. use
day,
And he who gives heed to distress,
on a consistent advertising
j these, if it is not too late, in the ThanksWill
find satisfaction the richest of pay,
f his own.
What newspaper giving number of Boys’ Life.
For it’s service that measures success
g can do for the national ad
Cordiall'- yours,
b
it will more than do for the
—Yarmouth, N. S., Times.
(Signed) PERCIVaL P. BAXTER,
•
“Merchant.
Governor of Maine.”
Restless Tribe.
'-'"■NG GOOD Kb ADING HABITS
A soul from earth seeking admittance
into Heaven was questioned as follows:
ts want their children to form
St. Peter—Where are you from?
'>g habits they must form such
Soul—From Greenville.
■mselves.
And there is no bet,
St. Peter—Tell me all the good deeds
do this (than to bring into the
(COMPOUND)
a
you performed while on earth.
periodical that will be of inFor Piles or Hemorrhoids,
Soul (after a long silence)— I cannot
:
every member of it; that will
External or Internal, Blind or remember doing any good needs.
die best reading for old and young,
die periodicals of this description
St. Peter—What was your occupation
Bleeding, Itching or Burning.
1
idi's Companion is unique. Not
One application brings relief. on earth?
s it aim to entertain and
Soul—I was a lumber jack.
inform
at all druggists
St. Peter—Come on in then, you won’t
.'"ili girls in their teens, as it name
want to stay more than a day or two,
s, but there is not a page in it that
in pass over with indifference.
Send Free Sample of Ointment to
any way.—The Northern.
? 1,2 ssues of 1922 will be crowded
trial stories, short stories, ediPutting on ’’War Paint.”
Poetry, facts and fun. Subscribe
a(r'd receive:
Little Tommy at the “movies” saw a
'be Youth’s Companion—52 issues
tribe of Indians painting their faces, and
aBked his mother the significance of this.
All the remaining issues of 1921.
“Indians,” his mother answered, “al'be Companion Home Calendar for 156Humphreys’ Homeo. Medicine Company ways paint their faces before going on
William Street. New York.
All for $2.50.
the warpath—before scalping and tomar
include McCall’s Magazine, the
hawking and murdering.”
"> authority on
fashions. Both
The next evening after dinner, as the
j
‘dons, only $3.00.
mother entertained in the parlor her
daughter’s young man. Tommy rushed
YOUTH’S COMPANION,
BOOK on treatment of
downstairs wide-eyed with fright.
“onwealth Ave. and St. Paul St., Sheep, Dogs and other Horses, Cows,
animals, sent 1 “Come on, mother,” he cried, “let’s
Boston, Mass.
free.
Humphreys’ Homeopathic Vet- I get out of this quick! Sister is going on
“bscriptions received at this oflice.
*56 William
Y I
oui

as

problem for charity, or as a local condi'
tionTto be met by localities as individu
is unworthy our Americanism and in
sain.ed 12 pounds, my wife 26 pounds als,
and my daughter is
direct contravention of our governmengaining day by day
of all that is
taking Tanlac. U’a the biggest surprise tal and social sysiem, and
The one funda
°"r llves
*11 our friends and distinctly American.
8nd,
mental American right is to work, to be
neighbors are-talking
about it.
This
medicine has made a wonderful
self-supporting, to have an economic
change chance and
equal industrial opportunity.
}“eye.ry r6,?' T Bef0,e 1 «»t Tanlac,
economic

Exhibitions

of others who have changed
victory in the business {world
d all have the same story to
Using—they would tell you
rst earnings were invested in
of publicity and the majority
that newspaper advertising
more to bring about the final
There
any other one thing.
no

Boys

Mr. Fred B. Smith, Chairman of the
Commission of Council of Churches, is
about to undertake a trip around the
world in the interest of the Council of
Churches.
Mr. Smith is a speaker of
world-wide prominence and he request d
Governor Baxter to make a statement as
to Maine’s standing on tile Prohibitoryquestion. Mr. Smith wrote the Governor that he intended to use this statement at all of the public meetings. Governor Baxter’s message is as follows:
“The State of Maine for sixty years
has stood loyally for prohibition. Ii h is
endured the abuse and been tempted by
the gold of the liquor interests of the
Nation. Tile State, however, has remained unshaken in its faith, and today
stands before the world justified by the
action of its sister states in adopting National Prohibition.
Those within the
State who in the past sought to betray it,
are now discredited and are heard from

-t

>

Should American
Thankful?

Unemployment

About

Dedication of a memorial bridge in the
Maine city of Belfast calls attention else-

the warpath!”

Red Cross Gives
$310,000 to Aid
‘Clean-Up’ Drive

Young Amer ica
Sends Vast Relief
To Needy Abroad
Various relief projects of the Junior
American Red Cross in European
countries resulted ill helping 237,000
destitute children during the last fiscal year, according to flip annual report of the American Red Cross for
that period. The growth of the activities of the Juniors abroad is manifested by a comparison which siiows
this figure is 200,000 larger than that
of the previous fiscal year.
Tlie National Children’s Fund raised
by school children, members of tlie
Junior American
Red
Cross, was
drawn upon for $420,557 i'or these projects. Receipts for the National Children's Fund during the last fiscal vear
totalled $155,317.
America Succors Russians
Food, clothing and medical relief
costing $700,000 lias been provided by
the American Red Cross for the thousands of Russian refugees stranded
ins! year In Constantinople and vi-

cinity.

AT ITS BEST
The strongest

com-

pliment ever paid to

is the vain attempts at

imitation.

Those

who take cod-liver
oil at its best, take
Scott's Emulsion—
Scott & Bowno, Bloomfield. FL J.
—ALSO MAKERS OP-

Ki-moidS
(Tablets

taa

or

GranuUs)

INDIGESTION
_20-lskj

If you have

friends,

should have

they

r^OME m and let us figure with you the cost
^ of a first-class roof.
Because of their honest quality and rich appearance
you^ would like to have a Bird’s Roof.
May be that Bird’s Roof won’t cost nearly as
much as you think, because we can tell you just
the right Bird’s Roof to use for your particular

photograph.

your

Your friends will appreciate
and cherish just the sort of

pictures

we

make.

M. A. I OJiv’S STUDIO
Main Street, Belfast.

building.

Our advice won’t

■

willing

to

cost

spend the

Bird Roof will make
for others.

good

itized Roofings, or Bird’s Twin Shingles, we
will show you how little it will cost to do your

We offer furnished modern rent for wirt©longer. Well equipped and ri^ht in the city.
ORRINI J DICKEY,
Apply to
Insurance anti Real Estate,
or

roofing right

Belfast, Maine.

now

BtRD & SON,

COOPER &

FOR RENT

a

Whether you need Bird's Paroid, Bird’s ArtCraft, Bud's Plain Slate-Surfaced, Bird’s Gran-

Modem Rent
2w42

nrckei. We are
show you why a
for you just as it ha*

you

time to

Automobile Storage.
Houses on Bridge and Water Streets.

inc.

*/yLast

CO.,

Waipoic, [viu&A.

22 Water

BELFAST, MAiNE.

St.,

WILLIAM A. CLAKK,
Over Banks’ Garage.

42tf

Dr. A. M.

Lothrop

DENTIST
Colonial Theatre

Building

1 ELfcPHOISE 336-3

Hand

Kitchen

Range

State price first letter.

Box

185,

111u11ii imin1111 nrtii n rnim t

I'tirr-"■

—

-—■

27tf

WANTED
Second

it

Belfast, Maine

The
Restful
Tea

S. C. Pattee, M. D.,
Masonic lempie, Room 6,
Residence at 45 high street.
Telephone 338-2

40

Trucking

I am prepared to do all kinds of truckFurniture and piano moving a
ng.
specialty. Leave orders at the stable,
corner of Main and Cross
streets, and they
will receive prompt attention.
Telephone connection.
W. W. BLAZO & SON,
126 W aldo Avenue, Belfast

For Sale
The De Silver place situated in Prospect below Bucksport. Cottage house
and stable and about sixty acres of
land,
extending back from shore of Penobscot
Would like middle age lady to board and
River. Inquire of
room for the winter. Central hcition.
JOHN R. DUNTON or
FOK CUTTING APPLES, .AT THE
RALPH I. MORSE,
Address
B. B., Postoffioe.
4*23
Belfast, Maine.
2*42
SACO VALLEY CANNING
Beifas.t

WANTED

GIRLS WANTED
COMPANY.

sume bej duties at the Maine Teachers
Agency in Bangor.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin P, Frost recently r Hon. C. M. Conant was in Portland
ecently to attend a meeting of the Portreturned from a short visit in Boston.
land Farmers’ Club at which the officers
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Atkins have
closed their cottage for the season and of the Maine Fruit Growers’ Exchange
A lecture by Prowere irvited guests.
returned to their home in Bangor.
fessor Sears of New Hampshire and a
Mr. and Mrs. Otto Nelson of Bangor,
banquet were features of the meeting.
who have been spending a few days at
the Towle cottage, have returned to'
TROY.
their home in Bangor.

Aches and Pains
Of Rheumatism
Sometimes They Are Unbearable.

There are weather conditions
rheumatism
worse.
make
that
They are not the same in the eases
of all persons. Some rheumatics
suffer more in dry, warm weather
than in moist, cold weather, but
all suffer more or less all the
time.
The cause of rheumatism is an
excess of uric acid in the blood,
affecting ihe muscles and joints,
Hence
causing aches and pains.
tin blood must have attention for
permanent results in the treatment of this disease.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla has given
entire satisfaction in thousands
of eases. Ho not fail to try it.

Central Maine Power

Henry Richardson and Horace Kelsey of
Knox were recent guests of Mrs. Chase’s
aunt, Mrs. Albion K. Fletcher.
The U.

S.

S.

Zizania

Nellie M.

Mrs.

Company.

for

umn

of undisturbed activity and an autof even greater activity, all because

one

Company looked ahead and acted

two weeks’

a

Howard left recently
visit with friends in
was

accompanied
Lynn, Mass.,
a

Walker

Joseph

came.

mighty struggle it was.
The ra e started eighteen months ago,
with the preparation of plans. The first

a

step was the installation of another unit
n the Skowhegan power station.
The
next was the starting of work on the

and

daughter,

Mrs

Skowhegan, Then
the work of installing a new boiler
the Farmingdale steam plant.

which the following officers were I have reaped more or less of a “golden
elected: President, Mrs. A. K.. Flatcher; ! harvest” from their apple trees.
vice president, Mrs. Frank Towle; secreOn October 24th pine grosbeaks made
tary, Mrs. George Pendleton; treasurer. their appearance. This is a northern bird,
Mrs. Charles Patterson; purchasing com- and Basil Newell says this is
by far the
mittee, Mrs. William Vaughn and Mrs. earliest date he has ever seen them here.
Frank Towle.
Congratulations are in order for our
Emory White, director of music in the friends across the river and in the upperTheodore Roosevelt high school, New bridge neighborhood on the result of the
at

.ame

The Skowhegan unit installation was a
race against
failing water, but a tame
one compared with what was to follow.
done in time to holster up a
dwindling margin. And still no rain fell
and still Maine industries and Maine
was

and

native of Belfast writes inof a visit to the grave of

bridge hearing Saturday, when the county commissioners voted to repair the upterestingly
At Skowhegan extra shifts were put on Theodore Roosevelt, and says in part: per bridge.
Discontinuing this bridge
the car I would inconvenience
and through the nights, with flood lights “Louise and I took a nice trip in
many families in
We went down on Long ! the vicinity, especially those whose chilturning darkness into day, men worked, last Saturday.
derrick arms lifted and swung, forms Island to Oyster Bay and visited the dren attend the city schools.
It is a beautiful
concrete was mixed up and grave of Roosevelt.
were
Then the race

was

on

York,

in

and

a

|

built,

The stone is very simgranite slab with the names

little cemetery.

poured and a great dani grew. Iu a few
days more will pileitj up six feet more of
•water, to add 33 1-3 per cent to the
amount of power turned out by the Skowuegan wheels and available throughout
the territory served by Central Maine
Power Company’s hundreds of miles of

ple, just

a

The plot is protected by a high iron fence. We then
drove up around his old home called
The house is not at all
Sagamore Hill.
himself and wife.

of

pretentious but must be very comfortable. They say hundreds of tourists visit
White
Mr.
Further down the Kennebec, another the grave every day.”
torce
forgot the clock at the normal spends his summers here and is always
vicinpours of normal men to rush the installa- strong in his praise of Belfast and
tion in the Farmingdale Steam Plant of ity.
the needed buiier capacity.
By unbe-

line.

_

lievable labors the work was rushed and
If another week or two should
pushed.

WHITE’S CORNER,

a

NORTH MONTYiLLE
Miss Myrtle Sibley is
bion.
Miss Hazel Penney is

working in Al-

working

in Lib-

erty.
Mrs.

Myra

daughter,

Bryant

is

visiting

her

Mrs. Nathan Vose.

H. F. Jackson is doing quite a business
making cider and buying cider applss.
J. W. Nutter sold his apples in the orchard to Mr. Yale of New Haven, Conn.,
and Mr. Tryon of Frankfort.

C.

power

O.

and C.

Whitney, Miss Alice Whitney
B. Jewett motored to Fairfield

Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Moore of Brewer
were

STAPLES-NICKERSON

shed, hurting
badly, but no

and shoulder quite
bones were broken.
one arm

guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Larby
Oct. 16.

Sunday,

Mr. and Mrs Roy Southard are occuMalcolm Lewis Staples of Reading, I
Mass., son of Mr. and Mrs. Forrest T. pying the house formerly occupied by
Staples of Reading and Margaret Ida | the Bartlett brothers.
The news of the death of Leonard
Nickerson, younger daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Nahum M. Nickerson of Belfast, Clarke, a life-long resident of this town,

\iee.

They

for the fair and supper which will
be held in Union Hall on November 17th.

The supper will be followed by a drama
in the evening.
The title of this play is

“The Time of His Life” and the following is the cast of characters:
Bob Gray (a Broker.)
A. B. Payson
Mrs. Bob Gray (his wife)

j

served at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
John A. Mottola, the latter formerly Miss
Cathleen Colcord of Belfast, a classmate
was

A chicken
of the bride in the B. H. S.
'dinner was served from two tables centered with pink roses and carnations,
Diace cards and favors carrying out the
The home was pretsame color scheme.

a

student at the

A.

R.

Wellman

Mrs. W. H. Bickford has returned to
her home after spending two weeks at
the home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Geo. Towers in Frankfort.
Mr. and Mrs. L. E. White and daughMiss Margaret, were guests of L. A.

ter,

White and family Sunday. Miss Beattily decorated, pink being the predomi- rice White, who spe it several days there,
nating color. Dinner was followed by an returned home with them and will re
informal reception with music and later
dancing was enjoyed, fruit punch and
•cake being served. Mr. and Mrs. Staples
eft on the Monday afternoon boat for
Che bride’s home in Belfast for a short
visit. On their return they will reside at
Bancroft avenue, Reading, which has
been made ready for their occupancy.
The groom attended the Reading High
school and is prominent in athletics,
where he is captain of the Reading semi-

How Much in Dollars?
Mrs. Breathless—Why don’t you consult the great English specialist, Doctor Starver? He claims that his patients have lost ten pounds a week under his treatment.

Mrs.

Woodby-Slimmer—That

was

professional

base ball teafn.

man

of the World

He is

Jennie W. Hamlin
Tom Carter (Mrs. Gray’s brother)
C. E. Hamlin
Mr. Peter Wycomber (a pessimist)
Geo. A. Roberts
Mrs. Peter Wycomber (a personage)
Lilia Roberts
Dorothy Landon (secretly engaged to
Carter)
Christine Jones
Mr. James Landon, Sr. (of a peppery disGeo. B. RoDerts
position)
Uncle Tom (colored butler from
the
South)
Raymond Merritt
Officer Hogan of the 22nd St. police,
G. C. Goddard

when he was practicing in England.

President Harding
Now Heads Red. Cross

e.c-service

BROOKS BRANCH

Christine A. Jones,

2 Per Cent Interest

Pays

checking

on

an

Manager

he served overseas with the U. S. naval
His bride is a Belfast girl,
aviation.

My farm,
price for

where she graduated from the B. H. S. in
’18 and has since been employed by the
Boston Rubber Shoe Co., in the offices at
Malden, which position she has left to

on

CARD OF THANKS

In Use For Over 30 Years

avenue,

at a

low

a

_G.

Wanted

The family of the late Mrs. Jennie Carrow wish to return sincere thanks to all
who extended courtesies and sympathy
to them in their late bereavement.
*|

For Infants and Children

Belmont

Also one horse,
quick sale.
safe for women to drive, one new milch
cow, dry hard and [soft wood, 8000 pairs
17 1-8 in, barrel heading, hemlock plank,
one heading machine complete wifh belting
and shafting.
I also have cabbage and
squash for sale.
Tel. 117-11.
L. SLIPP.

They have
prepare for her marriage.
been presented with many presents inelectrical
appliances,
cluding silver,
money, linen and cut glass, which shows
are held.
which
in
esteem
they
the high

A few

pai%'ooo <.

ujvoerirSB&a*-

former President Wilson, President
Harding was recently
sleeted president of the American Red Cross. He ie
here seen accepting the
office. From left to right:
MaJ. Gen. Merrltte W. Ireland, 3urgeon General,
U. 8. A.; Dr. Livingston
Farrand, chairman Central Committee of the Red
Cross; the President; Asst. Secretary of the
Treasury Eliot Wadsworth;
"Oar Admiral Edward R.
Stitt, Surgeon General, U. 8. N.

I

chilly Spring or Fall
QN
furnace fire is low or

1 O Buys

mornings when th
out, the “Univers- ]
Sunflower Heater gives abundance
of heat
warm the bathroom or
any small room. Wh.
are
you
uncomfortably cold without stove ,
furnace heat the “Universal”
Sunflower make
you comfortably warm.
It radiates cheer
supplymg warmth-makes any room a

ONE POUND

QualityPea Beans

When Bought with

a

*£

£

Poun 1 of Our

BENEFIT BRAND

Standard Coffee

31c lb.

OR

Extra

Fancy Coffee.

36c lb.

OR

OR

Malebewy

Coffee

The “Universal” Sunflower is the
latest improved electric heater
It can also be used for
illuminating purposes by merely unscrewing the heat
ing element and inserting a lamp bulb. Li
and handy to carry. Costs little
to operate."
Call and see it todav.
0

Three Blend Coffee.. 37c lb.
...

38c lb.

DIRECT IMPORTING CO-

Central Maine

10 Main St, Belfast, Maine.
Stores also:

Power

PITTSFIELD,CAMDEN. ROCKLAND
“EVERYTHING

girls at
Jellison’s Pants Factory
more

Rent Wanted
Furnished rent wanted for family of
three for winter. Best references, ApORRIN J. DICKEY,
ply to
2w43
Belfast, Maine. I

Company

GUARANTEED”

§1^0

Mail Orders,
Postage Prepaid on
Except on Sugar.

u#ower

,1* Electric

HE&TEE

Suggestion No 1
Fall

Driving

With the approach of the cool days
of autumn you should look carefully
over your car and see that everything
is in ship
your

shape. Examine your tires,
cooling system and your clutch

and brakes.
V'ou do not want to have
‘road trouble this time of year.

See that your radiator hood is in serviceable condition because you will
soon

be

needing

it.

Have

your crankcase drained out,
flushed with kerosene and a lighter
body oil put in. The summer oil is
too heavy and is liable to result in
burned out bearing and scored cylinder walls.
W atch your battery.
If it is not kept
well charged, it is liable to freeze
when old Jack Frost comes for a visit.

Look into the subject of anti-freezing
compound for your radiator. It sometime happens that a sudden cold
snap
finds us unprepared and such unpreparecness
more

A

will

cost

money

much

—

than the anti-freezing compound.

SUGGESTION:

Allow

us

CAN

WE

PROVE

IT

to go

over your car for you, find out
any little troubles and fix them now. Maybe
there are some bigger troubles de-

with

dozen New EDISONS

a

now

We did prove it,—absolutely and conclusively,
a
You know we
single New Edison

—with

in a little later when it will not incon-

did—from the results of the test made Oct. 7

venience you.

Theatre, when Leola I.ucey
compared her voice with its RE-CREATION by
the New Edison.
at the Colonial

Kather than return our stock of RACINE TIRES we are selling them at
COS r.

Come in and look them

over.

CITY GARAGE
JEWETT & HILLS

Make Crunchy
Brown Toast
Add zest and companionableness to breakfast
by toasting'your bread electrically right at the table.
Then its crisp, fresh, hot
and wholesome—no Kitchroom

either.

accounts.

FOR SALE

Succeeding

Thurs., Fri., Sat.,
27, 28, 29, only

Oot:

en-to-dining

War, where

CASTOR lA

SALE

which may lay you up
later if not attended to. We can advise you as to these and take your car

quilts

j

Wellman,

Mrs. S. A. Parker and Miss Esther F.
Evans were the chaperons.
The boys returned from their hunting
trip, Staples’ side reporting 1195 points to
Keene’s 155. At about i p. m. they were
notified to appear at Equity Grange hall,
for the supper and dance.

vestry this, Thursday, afternoon to tack

attended by Miss Mar- Freeman Ritchie in
Monroe, Sunday,
iorie L. Woodman of Maiden as brides- Oct. 16.
maid and Haroid B. Currell of Reading as I
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Libby, Mrs. Hattie
The bride was dressed in
best man.
j Clement and son Edmund attended the
black satin with touches of French blue, 1
funeral services of Horace Croxford in
hat of duvetine with ostrich trimming to
Oct. 20.
Dixmont,
match. Miss Woodman was attired in
B. C. Ames and family of Orono and
navy blue tricolette with silver trimming.
Miss Elizabeth

The girls of the R. H S enjoyed their
annual Hare and Hound Chase last Saturday. The day was clear and cool, just
the kind for walking. The Hares started
from the schoolhouse about nine-forty
and the Hounds a half hour later.
The
Hares were successful in thinking of
to do. Some of which follow: “Give six
school yells and put some pep into
thirty-one different stunts for the Hounds
them,” “Bring without breaking or opening” (this was a large pasteboard box
very bulky and awkward to carry but
very light), “Hunt for buried treasure,”
“Find the lost child” (a small cupie doll),
“Untangle without brbakiug” (yarn),
“Play leap frog,” “Fetch hornet’s nest,”
“Miss Herrick and Miss Black run a
race, Iect three judges to go into judge’s
stand, blondes preferred,” “DorisWilson do the Highland Fling,” “Walk the
fence for six yards,” “Miss Chamberlain
sing ‘I A’int Nobody’s Darling’,” and
Captain Spear to clog tor five minutes.”
As the groups went along they cheered
and sang and everybody was in the best
of spirits, The chase led through a wood
road which was remarkable for its scenery. Many of the pleasure seekers stopped at intervals to admire it.
When the Hares finally emerged on to
the fair grounds they had a very good
idea of where the chase would end.
Some of the party stopped at a house for
water and were cautioned to be careful
and not fall into the well at the Grange
hall.
After the secret was out there was a
great rush to get there. The Hares arrived at eleven o’clock and waited anxiously to see if they had won or lost. The
walk had .sharpened their appetites and
most of them started eating their lunch.
At eleven thirty-four the Hounds appeared bringing the signs and other things,
which they immediately delivered to the
Hares. They found that they had losi by
four minutes, but this did not dampen
their spirits and all proceeded with their

The Ladies Aid will meet in the church

The Conant families and Mr. and Mrs.
F.. P. Clements attended the funeral of

high school there, visited
and family Oct. 16.

ONE CEN1

The Hare and Hound Chase.

BKOOKS

were

The wedding party left at once for Wintcrop, Mass., for a wedding dinner which

Wednesday afternoon, meeting

vestry.

of the Ladies’ Sewing Circle for work, in
the vestry. Also younger boys hike and
over-night camp, under the direction of
Mr. Sauer. Wednesday evening, rehearsal
of the enlarged orchestra, with Mr. and
Mrs. Holt, Main street. Thursday evening, mid-week service in the vestry. Fri
day afternoon the Senior Bible Class has
a social meeting with Mrs. Knowltnn on
Cedar street. Friday evening, the business meeting of B. S. Troop III. will be
held, George Robertson, scoutmaster.

TheBenehl Stares

veloping

has saddened the entire community.

married Oct. 22nd at the Methodist
Rev, Henry H.
parsonage in Malden.
Crane officiated with the double ring serwere

present.
At the evening service something of
special interest is in preparation for the
service of song. A numher of new hymns
will be thrown upon the screen for the
congregation to learn. The enlarged orchestra will assist. The pdblic is invited.
Appointments for the present week:
Monday evening, boys’ meeting in the

Charles McCorrison came near
meeting with a bad accident last week,
falling through the chamber floor in the lunch.
Mr.

crisis, this boiler will be
ready, to carry its load and to keep
Maine industries running and Maine
homes light.

see

Winterport

People’s Meth-

Rev. Charles W. Martin,
pastor; parsonage, No. 7 Court St.; telephone, 213.11. Sunday morning service
at 10.45. Sunday school, 12 m. Evening
service at 7.30.
Prayer meeting this,
Thursday, evening at 7.30.

Mr. Harold Gowen, who has been seThe First baptist church. Rev
riously ill with diphtheria, is now con- George C. Sauer, pastor; residence, 13
sidered out of danger,
Cedar; telephone, 123-11. Sabbath services at 10:45 and 7:30; Bible school at
Mrs. Guy Lenentine and two children
12; Christian Endeavor 6:30; mid-week
of Monticello are visiting her parents, devotional service Thursday, 7:30.
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Danforth.
Sunday, October 31, will be “Near East
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Penney are happy Sunday” end at the morning worship
Principal Harry A. Foster, county chairin the possession of a little son who came
man, and Pastor Sauer, who was a deleto them October 19, Ralph Everett.
gate from our city to the State conferMr. T. P. Tyler, who has been confined ence last week, will give addresses upon
conditions of life in the Near East at the
to the house for some time with a lame
present time. It is a siory of absorbing
knee, is now able to taKe a few steps.
interest and everyone who can should be

j

North Channel dam at

power.
earnest.

Methodist Church.
odist Church,

Emerson, with Mr. and Mrs.
The teacher of the Center school, Mrs.
Daggett, en route from Portland to their
A. D. Cunningham and five of her puhome in Island Falls, spent Monday
Victor Hathaway, Fred Whitaker,
night at the Curtis cottage and called on pils,
Alice Baker, Venora Waning and Ruth
relatives here.
Cunningham attended the convention of
Mrs. J. E. Snow recently left for New the county agricultural clubs in Belfast.
Brighton, S. I., New York, where she
Hr. and Mrs. E. L. Stevens of Belfast
She was joined
will spend the winter.
passed Sunday at his old home.
The
in Portland by her niece, Nacola Farnpreceding week they spent in Portland in
New
.to
her
ham, who Accompanied
the home of Mrs. Stevens’ sister, atBrighton for a short visit.
tending the musical festival.
The docThe friends of Mrs. Harry tihaw will tor, as is his custom when in Portland,
be glad to know that she has recovered spent much of his time in the hospitals
from her serious illness sufficiently to deriving profit as well as pleasure from
of millinery at his vacation.
carry her usual good line
her home on Mitchel street. She formerly had a millinery shop in Searsport !
CITY POINT
but was obliged to give it up on account !
I
Mrs. Henry Fierce spent last week
of ill health.
The Ladies Aid of the Trinity Reform- I with relatives in Enfield,
Apple gathering time is nearly over,
ed church held a quilting and business
meeting Tuesday with Mrs. Frank Towle and most of the people in this vicinity

Low water and high power demand
found the home power company read'1,
mough only those who took part ir. the
race against time will ever know what

more

cordially invited.

George Moore, who has for a long
time suffered with appendicitis, was
^aken to the Waldo Co. Hospital and was
operated on Friday ty Dr. E. L. Stevens.

few

Geneva

Eighteen months ago any man could
nave predicted a
drouth, because years
nad passed without one; and it was due.
But few men predicted a growth in power

more

on

weeks.

ahead.

homes continued to demand

j

New gas

Massachusetts.
by Mrs. Laura Robbins of
who has been visiting her for

Yet Central Maine, with a drouth unprecedented for 18 years, has had every
ounce of power it needed through a sum-

Lhe unit

welcome

commission for two months.

but from low water.

n

a

light
Steeles’ Ledge which has been out of

business is suffering—not from deflation

Yet both

was

visitor in the harbor Friday.
tanks were installed in the

AUGUSTA, Oct. 26
Throughout wide
sections of the United States, many inare running short time and
dustries

demand.

The Universalist Church will hold
next Sunday morning
at 10.45 with sermon by Rev. William
Vaughan. Sunday school at noon. All

preaching services

Mrs. H. E. Chase of Jackson with Mrs.

She

mer

THE CHURCHES

EAST BELFAST.

delays
:

We can prove it again,—with any other Official Laboratory Model in our store.

Friday, Oct. 7th’s marvelous exhibition
not the achievement of

a

was

cial New Edison

sp-

It was simply a regular performance for any
Official Laboratory Model.

“The

Phonograph

with

a

Sou!’’

of these Official Laboratory Models
Then you
payment Budget Plan
have the one phonograph that sustains the one
vita! phonograph test. Then you have music
so perfectly RE-CREATED that you fee! that

Buy

on

one

our easy

you are listening to living artists.
We guarantee that any Official Laboratory
Model, which you select from our stock, will
do everything which was done by the instrument used in Oct. 7th’s test.

FRED D. JONES
Main Street, Belfast.

The electric toaster connects with any light socket
and is toasting-hot in a
jiffy. You can toast as
fast as you like two slices
at a time at a cost of a
cent for 12 slices.

Central Maine

Power
At any of

Company

our

32 stores

LOST
On Saturday evening, Oct. 8th, on the
way from Belfast to Montville, a hand
purse containing a sum of money and a
brown hair net Finder please return to
MRS. EGBERT N. WHITCOMB,
48*
R. F. D. 2, Freedom.

Stoves One-Pipe Furnace
To reduce

our

stock

we are

selling PAR-

LOR COAL STOVES and a ONE-PIPE
HEATER at real bargain prices. Don't
let this opportunity go by.

GOODHUE & CO.,

44 Main St., Belfast. Me

Now is the time to think about
Journal for a Christmas present.

sending

your

friends

11'1

Mrs, Frsd A. Siward apant
Tuesday Id

Mrs. Leona Bucklin Beckwith is clerkbusiness.
ing for W. M. Thayer, jeweler.
Thomas H. Marshall Circle will hold
Robert Holt has begun on the constructheir regular meeting next
Tuesday af- tion of a tenement bouae on the Market
ternoon followed by a birthday lunch. It
street side of the Flanders property he reis requested that all members
come prebought. He plane later to build a
cently
pared for the lupch,
the Main street lot.

Wstervilla

It Isn’t What You Pay
Its What You Get
>

We

can

sell you any article of men’s

boys’ clothing

or

buy
you
cheaply
of
thing
anybody, anywhere,
as

as

can

the same
at any time, but it isn’t fair to get our
prices on our best goods then buy the
same article in a poorer quality elsewhere

Yours

BERT L. DAVIS
Main Street, Belfast.

a

buying goods for his store.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS
ed D. Jones advertises the recent relation test of the New Edison,
be family of the late Jennie Carrow
publish a card of thanks.
uise Hazeltine offers three house lots
«■
r sale.
see adv. of rent wanted in the country.
Lewis A. Gannon & Co. advertises storbattery service for cold weather,

1

Frank R. Woodcock has returned from
few days in Boston where he has been

Mrs. Horace E. McDonald gave a delightful Hallowe’en party last Saturday
evening. The home was a veritable bower for the witches, several appearing in
costume; but it remained for the hostess
to star the bunch as she appeared with a
real black cat, a cap, a lantern and a

broom.

The witches must have

designed

business block

THE PROGRESSIVE STORE

M odart Corsets

on

A kewpie doll dance will be given in
the Armory Nov. 2nd by Co. K., Third

More

Maine, with music by Maraton’a sevenpiece orchestra of Rockland. The first
100 ladies will receive a prize at the door.
Watch for kewpie dolls at intermission.

New

aVecent meeting

voted to call a

MILLINERY

Goods

Williams of

Ames

and

Belfast

Gigue in

tonville, Mass., is here fcir his anhunt in Searsmont and vicinity.
,as

written

:ought

on

Grace Hatch
Minuet in g,

Beethoven

Alice Banks

series of stories based

a

Bach

g,

Dorothy,

the Ten Commandments,

Smith
Eileeu Fernald

Fluttering Leaves,

first will appear in Collier’s of Nov.

Kotling

Harriet White

Duet,

Sheriff Frank A. Littlefield, who arHarry Foster and Miss Stoddard
d home from Boston last Wednesday Rose Waltz,
Fresser
Velma Heal
iiing with George H. Darragh, the
The Happy Farmer,
Schumann
arlestown young man who broke jail
Edward Poor
week before, said that the officers Rustic Fiddler,
Presser
Hannah Clark
-re did not credit anything the prisoner
v

nd tell about
ree

himself or

tjie

Waltz,

Presser
Laura Beedy and Miss Stoddard
Presser
Joyful Play,
Helen Foster
Joys of Springtime,
Mayfield
Beatrice Dutch

other

who escaped with him. In fact
Littlefield got the impression that

.arlestown

wras

glad to get rid of them.

unfortunate that Waldo county has
to support.

ni

Butterfly Waltz,
Ruth Foster
The May

on

Lily,

Smallwood

Evelyn Towle
Little Trooper,
Emily RacklifTe
The Woodbine,
Hope Andrews
Mountain Pink,

■

full

Presser

Song,

Mayor C. W. Wescott has received the
;t owing brief note from Walter H.
kford of Brighton, Mass., formerly of
fi- fast: *‘I am enclosing in this cover a
i ping from the Boston
Evening Transr pi
regarding the bridge. I ajn afraid
u might not see it.
From an outsider’s
standpoint it seems to settle the tablet
uestion.”
The article
is captioned
Along a Coast of Delight” and is print11

Streabog

Dorothy Thayer

Harriet
Blue Bell

Macy
Smallwood
Paxton

Mcjtinnon

Waltz,

Bonner

Minna Page

The Harebell,

page three in this issue.

Smallwood

Mary Smalley

CAN NOW AFFORD
A NEW PAIR OF SHOES

are

fleecy

fact, he cannot afford not to have them.
Nothing mars a man’s appearance like a
poor fitting, worn out shoe. An investment
in a new pair will repay the cost
many
times, especially when they can buy values
like the above illustration.

1-2 PRICE
ALL

ION

READ IT OVEk AGAIN

OUTING GOWNS

Remnant Room

Paper

Sale SSL
Each lot of paper is tied up in a bundle and price
plainly marked. The cost price hasn’t been taken
into consideration.
are

having a few sales

Xmas stock of

around.

goods.

Your

HOUSE DRESSES

RUBBER APRONS

good styles with
high neck and long sleeves.

FANCY ELASTIC

SILK PETTICOATS
These aprons are mcde of rubberized
Shirred ribbon elastic in very attrac- !
check' material and are especially
All
shades to go with your new suit.
tive patterns, put up in 3-4 yards
good for wash day and kitchen work.
lengths for hose supporters and arm All silk Jersey, Taffeta, Jersey and
Price 59c.

Taffeta ruffle.

elastics.

TERMS

CASH

H. H. COOMBS COMPANY
Masonic Temple,

High Street,

trepiece, while the imp-Jacks appeared
at each cover. The place cards, napkins
and favors were in Hallowe'en designs.
Sandwiches, salads, olives, cocoa, cake
and ice cream were served. The guests
were Margaret Eaton, Pauline Stackpole,
Dorothy Spear, Esther Sanderson, Theora Gross, Verna Jellerson, lone Judkins,
Ermo Scott, Harry Brown, Russell Peavey, Wesley Patterson, Charlie Buzzell,

Belfast, Maine

Why Do We Advertise?
For the same reason an up-to-date,
progressive
merchant advertises the finest
goods and
wants you to know it and benefit
by it. At
the Universalist Church
every Sunday you
cart hear a fine sermon and
beautiful music
that will more than please and
satisfy you.
Come next Sunday and judge for

Don’t miss these opportunities.

yourself.'

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.

Watch Your

Storage Battery

IN COLD

WEATHER

stiff

COLD WEATHER
CARts.ARETION is
Curre,nt
,to start- Uays are SHORTER, and your
ff
light? are used oftener,
which means more current.

eTaK« m°rks

lice's Je n.L

tt!eae■ adverse conditions your battery
i„S,U^led Wvth
Y°Ur battery freezes easily when run down

is

ened condition

less efficient
in a weak-

or

We Will l est Your Battt
ry FRRR
Do

not

take

any

Winter

chances,

but come to

us

Storage

LEWIS A.
AT NORTON'S

at

=

first siifn of weakness.

Repairing

GANNON~&CO^

GARAGfc,

HIGH

STREET, BELFAST, MAINE

Marion Rhoades.

This fine looking, tree fitting, medium
toe last, made up in dark brown, high grade

leather, over-weight rock-oak soles,
foot rubber heels, extra *heavy drill
solid leather toe box and counters.

The Waldo

County

Medical

Society

held their annual meeting last Thursday
evening at the Dutch restaurant. Follow-

Winglining,

REAL LACES

ing the banquet the annual meeting was
held with Dr. Elmer Small, president,
We have
received some new laces from
presiding. The following officers were
China, which we are
as follows:
elected: President, Dr. Orris S. Vickery;
of
B.
Hoit
C.
Dr.
Liberty;
vice president,
Irish Crochet Lace per yard,
Made for and will
service.
25c. to $2.00
secretary and treasurer, Dr. Carl H. StevFilet
Lace
Our
per yard,.
per
1 50
ens; censor for three years, Dr. Everard
Silk Cluny Lace per yard, .... 50c. to 1.00
A. Wilson; delegate to State meeting. Dr.
Eugene L. Stevens; alternate, Dr. Sumner
Linen Cluny Lace per yard,
20c. to
.75
C. Pattee. Dr. A. M. Small of Freedom,
AMY
L.
WILSON.
SUE
C.
M.
Dr. A. E. Kilgore of BrooKs and Dr. M.
PARTRIDGE.
Moulton of Searsmont were elected memMail orders filled.
bers of the Society. Drs. Walter M. Spear
of Rockland, T. E. Hardy and E. H. Risley of Waterville and B. L. Bryant of V
I___
Bangor were guests of the evening. Dr.
THURSDAY—Frank LI ojd's rudiuiion
Spear spoke on acute abdominal diseases.
Being the owner of a certain piece of
j
“A VOICE IN THE DARK”
Ea,t B'!fa3t' 1 forbid the
Dr. Risley on cancers, and Drs. Hardy
city of
Belfast or any person
The Most Baffling Mystery ever screened.®
and Bryant on matters of. interest concrossing or using
the land for road
Kinoto Review.
Comedy.
purposes.
derived
One of our local sportsmen has found cerning the Society and benefits
The Belfast Chamber of Commerce, B.
ADRIAN F. JONES,
! FRIDA Y-Will Roger* in
discussion followed
,iw4:i
L. Davis president, began its fall visits it expensive to gun Sunday and he is not from it. A general
Bridgewater, Mass.
“THE
GUILE
OF
WOMEN”
with Dr. John W. Thompson of Bangor,
to the county towns Wednesday evening,
the only one caught this season.
and
Heart
Interest
as
real
as
life.
Comedy
Drs. Elmer Small, E. A. Wilson, O. S.
Oct, 19th, when they went to Monroe.
Burton Holmes,
The Flaming Disk.
There will be a harvest supper at the Vickery and S. C. Pattee taking part.
of
the
enthusiastic
from
reports
Judging
!
SATURDAY—Tom
in
Moore
Universalist church this, Thursday, evenseveral of the members the visit was
“HOLD YOUR HORSES”
Mrs. N. H. Small gave a delightful
ing at 6 30. There will be special deconot only a remarkably pleasant, but apWanted, canceled or uncanceled, collecComedy. |
Hallowe’en party Thursday evening at
I News.
rations and music by the choir in
!
the
}
tions, early issues in any quantity. State
parently a profitable one. The cordial
A dainty
street.
on
Miller
home
her
auditorium at quarter past six. The
what you have and price.
MONDAY—Dorothy Phillips in
Address
welcome was in the hand-shakes and in
Hallowe’en supper was s rved at six
“ONCE TO EVERY WOMAN”
public are invited. Admission 50 cents.
J ANTHONY,
s
every detail of a well arranged get-toar“W43
o’clock. The dining room was very
A Great Story of Mother Love.
Box 485, Quincy, Mass.
The preliminary work on the new congether., A bountiiul and delicious supper
Review.
Pathe.
Comedy.
tistically decorate^. Black and orange
crete bridge to be constructed over Little
was served in the Grange Hall with the
streamers were festooned from the chanTUESDAY—Sessue Hayakawa in
ladies of Monroe catering and serving. River, near the upper dam, so-called, on delier in the center of the room to the
“THE SWAMP”
About 100 covers were laid on the attrac- the Congress street extension, was begun four corners.
Educational.
The centerpiece was a
Larry Seinon Comedy.
GIRL’S AMERICAN BICYCLE, slightly
Fall flowers Monday under the direction of State En- witches tripod which held the favors.
tively decorated tables.
( WEDNESDAY—Paramount. Super-Special
used, in excellent condition. Well equipwere used in great variety, with beauti- gineer F. R. Patten of Hampden, who has Two very clever witches stood on either
“FORBIDDEN FRUIT”
ped. Will sell at half the present price.
ful dahlias predominating.. At each place been the resident engineer of the new side. Large bowls of apples and grapes
Apply to
KATHERINE FROST,
Waldo County Memorial Bridge. The were on either end of the table. The
was a buttonhole bouquet and on each
6 Northport Avenue, Belfast.
table a large cake bearing the word “wel- contract for the bridge has been awarded place cards were also witches. The menu
come.” Following the supper remarks to Theo. I. Ellis of Providence, R. I. The consisted of fruit cocktail served in orwere made by the visitors with James Hi
bridge will be 20 feet wide and 28 feet ange baskets, lobster salad, hot rolls,
Civil Service examinations, Belfast, NovemHowes presiding. Mayor C. W. Wescott long and will replace the one carried French fried potatoes, celery, pumpkin
ber. Positions $1400 $1600. Age. 18 upward
outlined the benefits of these pleasant away last winter. The temporary repairs pie, mince pie, cheese, doughnuts, cider
Saves 25 to 40 per cent of gasoline. Experience unnecessary For free
particulars1
get-to-gethers; H. C. Buzzell’s remarks were made under the direction of A. S. and coffee. After supper the guests were Cleans carbon out and keeps it out; $100 instruction, write R. TERRY (former Civi.
it don't do as advertised. Good Service examiner) 806 Continental Buildingl
if
reward
counissues
of
on
the
more
general
were
Heal and have been very satisfactory. It invited into the living room where marshfor your engine to thrash, or good to use Washington, D. C.
2*43p
ty and State affairs; W. R. Howard made is expected that the new concrete struc- mallows were toasted over the open fire.
tw42*
in the tractor.
a few characteristic remarks that aided
A. R. BOYD, Agent, Belfast.
ture will be finished in about two months. Games appropriate to Hallowe’en were
the digestion with the hearty laughs pro- Mr. Ellis’ bid was 88,238.75. Cyr Bros, enjoyed for which Mrs. Oscar B. Wilkins
“Bert” had some new stories of Waterville put in a bid of 89.230. won the prizes. The guests were Mrs.
voked.
with which to illustrate and send home The work on the Goose River bridge, so- Leslie C. Follett, Mrs. Oscar B. Wilkins,
The -evening’s called, on Searaport avenue ia progressing Miss Bertha A.
also yokes, caps, bon- A
sound sense thoughts.
Wiley, Mrs. Zenas D. PLAIN SEWING,
High School boy to work
nets, laces, collars and bootees to crochet
program closed with a dance in the Town well and has already been pronounced a Hartshorn, Mrs. Norman S. Donahue,
at home. Send directions and material afternoons
and Saturdays at
'Hall, when McKaen’s orchestra with C. fine structure. The State road is com- Mrs. Herbert L. Seekins, Mias Amy E. you wish used with order. Address Box
The Dinsmore Store.
Iw43
F. Hammons, soloist, furnished music.
Stoddard, Mrs. Thomas E. Bowker.
78, E. F. D. 2, Belfast, Me.
plete to the Stock Farm.

special price

recently

offering

give splendid
pair

$4-85

%

TRESPASS NOTICE
Relit1?
»

Postage Stamps
For Sale

WE ARE ALSO HAVING A

We

and

are

_

Agate Ware in Stock

our

rugs

mats from this very attractive
maproduced
and are designed to meet the demand terial. Comes in half pound balls and
of ladies who want something good. in twenty different shades. It has
started off big.
Price 35c

Only the better grades

COLONIAL

ONE WEEK

real pleaiure

a

room

Brighton sleeping wear is made to Another
shipment of those Expanright merchandise. You know a large give you service, comfort and quali- sion Back House Bresses
that are
Just
can
come
in
blanket
be used on a small bed, ty.
and see what a full such
good sellers with us.
These
but a small, skimpy blanket is no cut gown you get. There is nothing
dresses are honestly made of good
to guess about fitting.
use anywhere.
material.
Some

covered with orange shades
of the same shade were placed on the
mantel. A pumpkin Jack made the cen-

In

finding it

and warm at prices that are right for

ANY MAN

Hen

are

making bags, bath

ball

BLANKET3
Large double blankets that

CYGNET JUTE
Ladies

The Modart Corsets are a front laced
corset of nation wide reputation.

1

Ruth Tibado

Arriving

MODART COR8ET

Our unusually good business in this
department is evidence that our assortment must be good and our prices
right. Come in, we are sure we can
please you.

the table decorations and ordered the
harvest menu, both being complete. The
evening was spent'with cards, the prizes
going to Mrs. George I. Keating and Mrs.
Adrian I’. Jones publishes trespass noC. A. Thompson.
At 12.15 the dining
The first ice of the season was reporttable had been reset and centered with a
1
cent
advertises
Co.
rect Importing
|
tions were autumn foliage, barberries and ! Belfast may be a candidate. When in- ed
Monday morning by the early risers.
handsome birthday cake with lighted
for three days.
white chrysanthemums. Covers were laid j terviewed at his office Mr. Buzzell said Traces of frost were very apparent later
caudles
to
celebrate
the
birthday of Mrs. for twenty-one. During the evening all I that he was not ready to make an anV R. Boyd advertises speedoiine.
shrubs.
in the day onthe fall flowers and
nouncement to that effect. He admitted
1 lie Colonial Theatre publishes picture Marion E. Brown on Oct. 23rd. She was were guests of Mr. Glidden at the
Colonial
that he had received offers of
gram.
presented with a serving tray and a doz- Theatre. Other
The Belfast schools are having a resupport;
guests not mentioned in
en chrysanthemums.
also telegrams and letters urging him to cess for the remainder of the week as
Some of Mrs. McSee adv. of real laces from China.
the above were Mrs. Arthur Ritchie, Mrs. j
are
attending the State
! he City National Bank publishes a Donald’s delicious lemon
sherbet was A. P. Goodhue, Mrs. Ben
Hazeltine,' Mrs. j announce His candidacy. A telegram the teachersin Portland.
*
k adv.
served.
: from Washington, Oct. 25th, says that Convention
I.
Mrs.
H.
H.
George
Keating,
Carten
offer's men’s
Store
The Dinsmore
Mr. Peter’s riomintion had been sent to
Miss Amy E. Stoddard gave a Hallo- Mrs. C. A. Thompson, Miss Grace A. ]
Mrs. Sumner C. Pattee is in Portland
>
ps at 54.95.
the Senate from the White House.
The
we'en
and
Miss
Annie
recital
M.
party
for
to see Anna Pavlowa in her famous
more
her
I
Lord,
advertises
Mrs.
Co.
today
Knowlton,
younger
II. H. Coombs
nomination of Mr. Peters’ successor may
pupils Thursday afternoon at her studio, James C. Durham, Mrs. Ralph D. and I
w goods arriving at their store,
Russian dance. Mrs. Pattee has a large
be in a special State convention instead
Meioodhue & Co. are advertising stoves 68 Church street. Orange and black Mrs. Dana B. Soutliworth, Mrs. Marion
class in her Friday night lessons in
of a special primary.
a one pipe furnace,
streamers were festooned from the chan- E. Brown and Mrs. O. S. Vickery.
morial Hall. Tuesday night at Winteriellison’s Pant Factory wants girls,
delier to each corner of the room, with a
port she had sixty enthusiastic pupils.
fiie Dinsmore Store wants boy,
black witch- suspended from the center.
The beautiful fall weather of the past
lie Central Maine Power Co. adver- Jack-o-lanterns, black cats and flowers
weeks has been ideal for out-of-door
few
ses toaster.
were arranged attractively about
the
sports, especially trapping and gunning.
The City Garage makes suggestions
room, and when each child received his
r fall driving.
Local sportsmen say that at times recentblack and orange witch’s cap tne last
tiert L. Davis advertises men’s and
ly the covers in certain sections have
weird touch was added to the occasion.
buys’ clothing.
been literally filled with woodcock. ParAfter the program given by the pupils,
are
jrrin J. Dickey wants rent.
tridges have also been plentiful and
many games appropriate to Hallowe’en
advertises were enjoyed.
Mrs.
Egbert Whitcomb
Harry Foster won the
frequently seen by auto parties pleasure
■use lost.
prize for "feeding the pumpkin,” and
riding in the outlying districts.
Evelyn Towle for "hitting the witch.”
the
After
told
ghost
candlestory
by
Miss Delia Cook entertained last Friof
Clair
Clarissa, the little daughtej
light, a real witch, impersonated by Mrs.
day evening in honor of the 16th birth'riman, was recently operated on for A. M. Ferguson, entered aud told for
day of her brother, William L. Cook, Jr.
tunes. The program:
pendicitis at the Tapley Hospital.
It was a complete surprise to him and a
Chaminade
M
and Mrs E. M. Glidden have sold Arlequme,
All the decoraEdward
very attractive affair.
Martin
r Searsport residence to Mrs. Nancy
MacDowell
Romance,
tions were in Hallowe'en effects in a
Merryman of that town. She has also
Ora Wade
color scheme of orange. The lights were
Light some of the furnishings.
Sextette from “Lucia,”
Donizetti
and candles
ed D. Jones is offering agate ware at
price; also a remnant room paper sale.
>ee adv. of sewing, etc., wanted.

C/B Corsets

Our stock is growing each week and we are making rapid
gains in business. Our aim is good dependable
merchandise at reasonable prices.

Mr. and Mrs. Stephen S. L. Shute enof the directors it
friends last Thursday
a few
tertained
special meeting of
the former’s birththe stockholders of the Belfast
Building evening in nonor of
Company on Nov. 8th at 7 P. M. at the day. Supper was served in their attraccity building for the purpose of hearing a tive dining room with a color scheme of
full report from the Treasure, so that all red. The place cards and favors were
may know how much has been paid on dainty affairs and the birthday cake was
At Mr.
pledges and wbat disposition has been decorated with red candles.
made of the funds.
Also to consider a Shute’s places was the guests’ gift, a
new contract with
Leonard, Stevens & handsome silver cigarette case. The reBearce Co. All those who have paid in mainder of the evening was spent socialfull for their stock should get their ly in the dining room, which was lighted
stock certificate before this meeting. with candles.
The certificates are at the Belfast SavDr. George E. Morgan, who was a guest
ings Bank.
of the Teachers’ Club at their meeting in
%
Mrs. E. M. Glitfden gave a delightful the Peirce school building last Thursday
party Monday from 3 to 10 p. m. The Evening, gave them a most entertaining
afternoon was Bpent at the hospitable and instructive talk on the life and charhome of Mrs. H. E. McDonald, which acter of George Washington. The teachwas decorated with beautiful white
chry- ers speak in high terms of the pleasure
santhemums, the gifts of Mrs. J. W. they derived from their guest and his
Blaisdell and of Mrs. McDonald to the willingness to speak to them. Following
hostess. Delicious fruit punch and grape the talk refreshments were served and
fruit candy, the latter the gift of Miss games played. The decorations, refreshMaude E. Barker, were served. Toddle- ments and games were in keeping with
top and auction were played. In the the dictates of that best of fall events,
former the first prize, a box of Maderia Hallowe’en.
handkerchiefs, was won by Mrs. J. W. I
Attention is called to the formal stateHarriman; the second, a hand-embroidment in this issue of Hon. Blaine S.
ered handkerchief and ilagonette, by Mrs.
Viles of Augusta in announcing his
S. C. Pattee. At auction the first prize,
candidacy for Congress to succeed Hon.
a hand embroidered scarf, was won by
John A. Peters.
Wednesday’s Kennebec
Mrs. A. W. Keating; the second, an imJournal also announced the candidacy of
ported perfume case by Mrs. George R.
Hon. John E Nelson, of tHe law firm of
Doak. The consolation, a Hula baby
Nelson & Gardner of Augusta.
Andrews,
doll, went to Mrs. Ralph H. Dunbar. At
It intimates that Hon. H. C. Buzzell of
6.30 p. m., a delicious bauquet was served
the law firm of Buzzell & Thornton of
at the Windsor Hotel. The table decora-

At

truly,

The News ot Belfast

Nov. 10th will probably be the date
of
the- Hazeltine Post minstrel
show. It
will be staged by the John B.
Rogers’
Producing Company of Fostoria, Ohio,
one of the best in the
country and well
known here. Belfast has good amateur
talent.

was

and tell the world we are profiteering. If
you want low priced goods] you can get
them of us but don’t kick if they wear out
quickly and never look like a million dollars.

on

to make room for
Walk in and look

truly,

FRED D. JONES

Speedoline

WANTED

|

Help Wanted

Wanted

850 DISASTER DEATH
TOLL FOR ONE YEAR

MSTOIIt

Red Cross Gives $1,871,000 Relief When 65,000 Families

For Infants and Children.

Are Made Homeless.

»

For the first eight months of 1921, our sales of Studebaker Care were 41% greater than for the same period
of 1920, and 101% greater than for the same period
of 1919.
For the same period, our sales of Repair
Parts were 13% less than in 1920, and 3% less than
in 1919.
On

September 1st, 1921, there

116,000

approximately

were

Studebaker Cars in operation than two
years ago, and yet our parts business is 3% less than it
was in 1919.
This proves conclusively that—
more

Pueblo Most Serious
By far the most severe of the disasters in the United States during the
period covered by the Red Cross report was the Pueblo flood early in
June, 1921. The rehabilitation problem confronting the Red Cross In
Pueblo was one of the most difficult
in recent years. When the first news
of the horror was flashed throughout
the country, the American Red Cross
National Headquarters responded with
a grant of $105,000 for relief work.
Governor Shoup of Colorado, appreciating the long and successful experience of the Red Cross in organizing
disaster relief work, placed the entire responsibility for the administration of relief in its hands.
In response to appeals from President Harding, Governor Shoup and
other governors of western states and
through local chapters of the Red
Cross and other community organizations, public-spirited citizens brought
the total contributed for Pueblo's rehabilitation to more than $325,000.
The terrible havoc wrought by the
flood waters is a matter of record.
More than 2,300 homes were affected
and 7,351 persons were left homeless.
Estimates of $500,000 as an absolute
minimum for rehabilitation were made
by Red Cross officials In charge of the
relief work.

Studebaker Cars are standing up in service
and staying out of repair shops, to a degree

unexcelled,

we

believe, by

any

cars

of what-

price.

ever

The Studebaker

America.
Corporation of
A. R.

ERSKINE, President

NEW PRICES OF STUDEBAKER CARS
f. o. b. factories, effective September 8th, 1921
Touring Cars and Roadsters:
Light-Six 3-Pass. Roadster...

$1125

....

ALL

STU DhBAKER

Coupes
Light-Six 2-pass. Coupe-Roadster.$1550
Light-Six 5-pass. Sedan. 1850
Special-Six 4-pass. Coupe. 2450
and Sedans:

Light-Six Touring Car...;_....
Special-Six 2-Pass. Roadster.
Special-Six Touring Car
Special-Six 4-Pass. Roadster...
Big-Six Touring Car.

1150
1585
1635
1635
1985

CARS

ARE

Special-Six 5-pass. Sedan.
2550
Big-Six 4-pass. Coupe. 2850
Sedan.
Big-Six 7-pass.
2950
EQUIPPED

WITH

CORD

TIRES

Fast Work In Wall Street
The Wall street explosion was notable in that relief workers of the Red
Cross were on the scene twenty min-,
utes after the disaster occurred. Tlie
race riot at Tulsa also was unique in
disaster relief annals in that outside
of a small emergency relief fund contributed by the Red Cross, the only
relief measures outside the city consisted of tlie service of soeial workers, nurses and a trained executive
whose object was to assist local forces
in directing their own efforts.
In decided contrast with tjie previous year, only one tornado assumed
the proportions of a major disaster.
This occurred on April 15, in the border sections of Texas and Arkansas
with the city of Texarkana as the
center. The significant feature of this
disaster relief work was the fact that
it covered so much rural territory as
to make necessary a large number of
relief workers.
The famine in China, necessitating
relief expenditures totalling more than
$1,000,000 by tlie American Red Cross
was by far tlie most serious of tlie
foreign disasters in which the Red
Cross gave aid.

BANKS9 GARAGE, BELFAST

TROY.

BROOKS
Black & Gay, Canners, Inc, of Thomaston, Maine, have completed the erection of a new canning factory at Brooks,
Maine. Last year this company bought
the land and building situated next to
the Hood Creamery, which building they
are using as a storehouse in connection
with their new factory.
The new building is 108 feet long and
48 feet wide, built two stories high in the
center for a distance of 36 feet, this
The
space being used for a can loft.
boiler house attached is 20 feet by 35
feet. The old building, which is 60 feet
by 80 feet, is connected to the new
building by an open platform 45 feet by

Mr. Herbert Walker, who was seriously ill with pneumonia, is thought to be
improving.
Mr. George Woods and family of Pittsfield were recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
j
P P. Tyler.
Mrs. Mary Myrick has returned home
from Burnham, where she has been caring for her daughter.
Mr. Fred

Thompson and Mr. McCart-

of Boston were guests at Mr. Flank
Thompson’s a short time ago.
ney

Ramsdell, who
Louville Sanderson place, is
Mr. Judson

gor hospital with

a

erected under the
supervision of Mr. John Shrader of
Thomaston, and is an especially fine
It is safe to say
piece of workmanship.
that there is not a better canning factory
building in the State of Maine as nothing
This building

was

on

Builds Up Its Machinery
In connection with the administra-

the

tion of disaster relief measures, an increasing effectiveness on the part of
the Red Cross to deal with emergencies was manifested during the past
In 328 Chapters of the Ameriyear.
can Red Cross there have been formed
special committees to survey the resources of their respective communities and to lie prepared in case of
disaster. In others of the 3,402 active
Chapters, a network of communication
-has been formed through which instantaneous relief may lie dispatched to
any part of the United States.
That its work in this field may he
continued with ever greater effectiveness, the American- Red Cros# is appealing for widespread renewal of
membership during its Annual Roll
Cali, to be conducted this year from
November 11 to 24.

in the Ban-

broken leg.

Mr. Harold Gowen, our

50 feet.

lives

first

select-

man, is very ill with dipththeria. Mrs.
Annie Staples, a trained nurse, cares for

him.

Mrs. J. L. Bagiey has picked several
quarts of raspberries from her garden
this October and Mrs. Oscar Hathaway
was left undone which would in any way
has gathered blue violets.
weaken its structure.
Mrs. E. E. Bagiey, Who has spent two
The Company have their own supply
weeks with her sister, Mrs. T. W. Hawes,
of water, pumping from an artesian well, has returned to her. home in Boston.
with a large pressure tank connected so Mrs. Hawes accompanied her.*
that they have an abundant water sup
Mr. and Mrs. Mott Smith are happy in
ply at any time, thus giving them their the
possession of a little son, who came
own fire protection.
October 7th. The grandparents,
to
them
The new factory is equipped with all
Mr. and Mrs. John Smith, are also to be
modern machinery, with no handling of congratulated.
the corn, except for being placed on the
Mr. T. P. Tyler, who for more than' a
huskers and cutters, it being carried by
week has been confined to ihe house with
all of the different maconveyors to
The
chines.

a

lame

knee,

is

more

%

LIFE SAVING CORPS

ENROLLMENT 10,000

comfortable and

present equipment gives
hopes to be able to walk soon. Dr. Truethem a capacity of 30,000 cans per day
worthy attends him.
season
to
another
are
planning
and they
The birds forsake the fading flowers,
cans
I
to
per
increase this capacity
45,000
In fairer climes to dwell.

day.
During the corn pack this year they
have employed about 35 people and for
the first year’s work have done exceptionally well.
They will next season take on a much
larger acreage of corn and string beans,
packing only a few acres of the latter
this year as the building was not ready
for use early enough.
After having completed their corn
pack, they started packing apples last
Thursday, employing about 1Q0 people,
and expect to have one of the largest
outputs of canned apples in the State.
Mr. L. E. Godding, who has hud charge
of packing apples for this company the
past two years, is Superintendent of the

plant.
of the people in
Brooks and the surrounding towns, this
plant will be one of the largest producing plants for canned string besns, corn
and apples in the State of Maine!
With the

cooperation

To bring before the country In visual form the vast problem it is helping
.to solve, the American Red Cross has prepared for its Annual Roll Call,
$Nov. 11 to 24, a poster showing how rather than diminishing the total of
Red Cross
'World War veterans entitled to Federal aid continues to grow.
Service to these men Is costing $10,000,000 a year.

Whisper the leafless woodland bowers
“Summer, sweet one, farewell!”

Catarr

i

cannot be Cured

with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they
cannot reach the seat of the disease. CaPROFITS OF PRODUCTION
tarrh is a local disease, greatly influenced
by constitutional conditions, and in order
Two farmers met after church as usual
to cure it you must take an internal remethis conversation: ,
dy. Hall’s Catarrh Medicine is taken in- and had
“Sold your pig?”
ternally and acts thru the blood on the
Hall’s
mucous surfaces of the system.
“Yea.”
Catarrh Medicine was prescribed by one
“What’d ye git?”
of the best physicians in this country for
“Thirteen dollars.”
years. It is composed of some of the
“What’d it cost to raise it?"
best tonics known, combined with some
“Paid S3 for the shoat, 15 for the lumof the best blood purifiers. The perfect ber in the pen and house and $5 more for
combination of the ingredients in Hall’s the feed.”
Catarrh Medicine is what produces such
“Didn’t make much, did ye?”
wonderful results in catarrhal conditions.
“No, but I had the use of the pig all
Send for testimonials free.
Bummer. ’’—Honolulu Star-Bulletin.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo,O.
All Druggists,)75c.
Nature’s Harmonies.
Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.

The winter time table of the BelfastBurnham R. R. is as follows:
A. M. P. M.
Stations
12 30
6 45
Belfast....Lv.
"
12 35
6 50
City Point......

Sargents......
Waldo.

Brooks.
Knox.

Thorndike.
Unity.
Winnecook
Burnham Junction.Ar.

Fair Offer.

Accept

It.

I

Growth of Red Cross Life Saving
Corps throughout the country continued unabated during the last fiscal
a
summary of the year’s
year,
achievements by that Red Cross Service shows. There are now 160 Corps
with a total membership of more than
10,000 members, of which 1,276 are
sufficiently skilled in the work to act
as examiners.
Among the outstanding
achievements of the Red Cross in this
field during the Wist year was the organlzation at the United States Naval
Academy, Annapolis, of what is perhaps the largest life saving corps In
the world.
_

7
7
7
7
7
7
8

01
14
29
36
45
57
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12 46
1 02
1 17
1 30
1 40
1 52
2 00

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTORIA

Stomach Wrong ?
“Ob, what heavenly music,” exclaimed the fair summer boarder.
Every sufferer from stomach trouble,
“I didn’t know you had jazz bands out
gas, belching, sour stomach, nervousness,
We extend a cordial invitation to any- here in the country!”
catarrh to call and see
“We ain’t got no kind of a band,” re- dizziness and biliouanesa, should get a
There were a large number of (Journals one suffering with
will refund the money if plied the farmer,
“that noise you bear box of Mi-O-Na stomach tableta today
We
Hyomei.
to1
sent
friends.
issue
Oct
13th
of the
does not relieve. A. A. Howes is pigs calling for their supper.”—New and start a treatment. Guaranteed by
Hyomei
You
visitor?
it
mske
a
weekly
not
Why
A. A. Howes & Co.
York Sun.
! & Co.
(
will please them and the Journal too.
A

Mothers Know That
Genuine Castoria

Forty-three disasters, resulting tn
the death in the United States of 850
persons and the injury of 2,500 called
for emergency relief measures! and
fhe expenditure of $1,871,000 by the
American Red Cross during the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1921, says an
announcement based upon the forthcoming annual report of the Red Cross.
These disasters caused property damage estimated at $30,000,000, affected
sixty-seven communities and rendered
65,000 families homeless.
The year’s disasters were of
varying types, including several which previously had never been thought of
as
witldn
falling
that
classifies
tion.
The
Red
Cross furnished
relief in seventeen fires of magnitude,
five floods, seven tornadoes or
cyclones, one devastating storm, • three
explosions, including the one in Wall
street; one building accident, two
typhoid epidemics, the most serious being that at Salem, Ohio, which affected 9 per cent of the population;
one smallpox epidemic, in the
republic
of Haiti; one train wreck, the race riot
at Tulsa, Okla.; the famine in China,
emergency relief in famine among the
Indians of* Alaska, the grasshopper
plague in North Dakota and an earthquake in Italy.

NEURALGIA
1^1

or

headache—rub fore-

head, temples and back
of neck with Vicks. Melt

little in a spoon and
inhale the vapors.

a

X/ICKS
W VapoRub

Over 17 Million Jan UteJ Yearly

Thirty

COTOIII

Exact Copy of Wrapper.

YMC CENTAUR COMPANY.

CITY.

that no bond be required fro^
administrators is contained in the petitio11
probate thereof, Petition presented i7
aid Joseph F. Stevens and Edward
E. Stevens
rothers and bei s-at-law of said deceased.
Estate of Elisha Brown, late of Morrijj
Petition of Ruth G. Brown, widow, that* an
allowance may be made to her out of
the
personal estate of said deceased.
aid

or

This is to notify the public that I have sold
my part of the gianite and marble business of
Hutchins Bros, to Percy W. Skay, and that the
™ will *>e continued
by Fred S. Hutchins and
Mr. Skay under the firm name of
Hutchins &

^Belfast, Oct. 18, 1921. ^3™^,

ERtate of William H. Curtis, late of Monroe
Petition of Nettie Curtis, w»dow, that an a!
lowancf may be made to her out of the
per
sonal estate of said deceased.

Probate Notices

by

Northport, in
presented her

said County, deceased,
having
first and final account of administration'of said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal
a newspaper published at
Belfast, in said county, that all persons interested may attend at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the
8th day of November next, and show cause
if
any they have, why the said account should
not be allowed.

!

Attest:

Chas. E. Johnson, Register.
WALDO SS. In Court of Probate, held at
Belfast, on the 11th day of October, 1921
Fred B. Knowltor, executor of the will of
Elijah L. Knowlton, late of Balmont, in said
County, deceased, ^having presented his first
and final account of administration of said
estate for allowance,
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published in Belfast, in said

j

t

Helen M, Pierce, late of Prospect. Petition
that Everett Pierce of Buckeport or soni
other suitable person may be appointed ad
ministrator of said estate. Application thano bond be required from said administra? *
is cor twined in the petition for probate there
of. Petition presented by paid Everett Pier;
son and heir-at-law of saia deceased.

j

late of Belfast, deceased. Petition that Frank I. Wilson or some other suit
able person may be appointed administrator
said estate. Petition presented by said Frank
1. Wilson, who is agent for the Metropolitan
Life Insurance Company, which
compnr
issued a policy of life insurance to *aid d
ceased and said petition sayR that it is desi:
able that said ftfnds 'from sa»d policy be us.
to pay certain debts of said deceased, includ
irg funeral expenses.
Estate of William H. Beal, late of
First ana final account presented for a!!,
Lida F. Cross, administratrix.

:•
w

ELLERY BOW DEN.
Judge of said Cour:
A true copy of the original.
Attest:
CHAS. E. JOHNSON, Register.

ELLERY BOWDEN. Judge,

!

Attest:

have been made by the Pr< i
i appointments
Court, within and for the County of Wa..
State of Maine:

Chas. E. Johnson, Register.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and |
for the County of Waldo, on the 11th day of !
October, A. D. 1921.j
Susan M. Carter and other devisees under
the will of Albert M. Carter, late of Belfast,
in said County of W'aldo, deceased, having
presented a peti ion praying that the executor
of said will may be licensed to sell and convey
at private sale certain real estate situated in
Belfast, in said County of Waldo, belonging
to said deceased and described in said petition,
they having certain interests in said real estate.

Notice

is

hereby given

that the frit,

v

Estate of Porter E. Nash, late of Eeif&i
Carrie E. Nash of Belfast appointed
trix October 11, A. 1). 1921.

j
!

Estate of George G Wells, late ot B»
Austin W'. Keating of Belfast appointed x
! utor October 11, A D. 1921.
Estate of Warren A. Griffin, late of
port. Laura E. Griffin of Searsport appui
administratrix October 11, A. D. 1921,
Estate of Robert Faiquahscn, late f W
terport. May W. Bussey of.Winterpri
pointed administratrix October 11, A. 1 i;
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
Estate of John W. Shaw, late of ( bar
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
town, Massachusetts. Georgie E., Sh v
this order to be published three weeks succesBillerica, in the C» mmc nwenlth of Massai
sively in the Republican Journal, a newspaper setts appointed acmiristratnx October
published at Belfast, that they may appear at D. 1921. Charles A. Knight of Gardiner, Ma
a Probate Court, to be beld at Belfast, within
appointed agent October 11, A. D. 1921.
and for said County, on the 13th day of DeEstate of Abegail B. Andrews lare of S<.
cember, A. D. 1921, at ten of the clock before
port. William F. Andrews of Sears} rt
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why
pointed administrator October 11, A. 1
the prayer of said petitioner should not be
t
Estate of Willis P. Tripp, late of V
granted.
ELLERY BOWDEN. Judge
port. Alice E. Tripp of Winterport.appu
administratrix October 11, A. I). 1921.
Attest: Chas. E. Johnson, Register.
Estae*} of Elvira A. Mrais, late of Ben
James N. Mears cf Morrill appointed ecu
ADMINISTRATRIX'S NOTICE. The subtrator
October 11, A. D. 1921.
scriber hereby gives notice that she has been
Esta'e of George Mears, late of LCn
duly appointed administratrix of the estate of

ALONZO H. HIGGINS, late of '1 horndike,
the County of Waldo, deceased. All perhaving demands against the estate of
deceased are desired to present the same
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
requested to make payment immediately.
HATTIE M. HIGGINS.
Thorndike, Me., Sept. 13, 1921.

in

sons

said

PROBAlt NO I ICt8
To all persons interested in either ot the
estates hereinafter named:

>

James N Meais of Merrill appointed
trator October 11, A. D. 1921.

on

Estate of Elizabeth M. Phillips, late c
Eliza! eth M French of Easter, u.
fast.
State ot Pennsylvania, appointed adn n
trix October 11, A I). 1921. John R. I or
of Belfast appointed agent October 11. A.
1921.
Esta'e of Htmlin Bu kett, late of B*-.f
Abbie M. Thcmpscn of Belfast appointee
ministratrix October 11, A, D. 1921.
Estate of

Ralph

H. Elwell of Brook?.

J

L. Elwellof Bio< ks ap pointed guaidiai
ber 11, A. D. 1921,
Estate of JDrusilla Roberts of Brooks.
bie J. Roberts cl Bricks appointed go;
October 11, A. D. 1921.
Dated at Belfast, in said County of V*
and State of Maine, this 18th day of Cit<
A. D. 192L
CHAS. E JOHNSON, Reg

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, in and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of October, in the year of our Lord one
thousand nine hundred and twenty-one. The
following matters having been presented for
the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it
Sale
is hereby ordered, that notice thereof be given
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
this order to be published once a week for STATE OF MAINE.
three weeks successively before the second
COUNTY OF WALDO. SS.
Tuesday of November, A. D, 1921, in The ReTaken this 15th day of October. A. L I vpublican Journal, a newspaper published and
printed at Belfast, in said County, that they on execution dated October ilth, A. I
may appear at a Probate Court to be held at | issued on a judgment rendered by the Supren
the Probate Office in said Belfast on the second | Judicial Court for the County of Wald
Tuesday of November, A.D. 1921,at ten o’clock term thereof begun and held at Belfast, w
in the forenoon, and be heard thereon if they in and for said County of Waldo, on the
see cause.
Tuesday of September, A. D. 1921, on the 9m
day of said term, being the 6th day of Octt
Mason D. George, late of Prospect, deceasher. A. D. 1921, in favor of O. C, Rooerts of
ed. Will and petition for prebate thereof and Jackson, in said County of Waldo, collects
that letters testamentary issue to Burton O.
taxes for said town .of Jackson for the year
George, he being the executor named therein 1916. and against C. E. Small of said Jacks"
and presents said petition. Application that and
particularly against the real estate owue.
no bond be required from said executor is
or in possession of said C. E. Small on the
contained in the petition for probate thereof. by
the
first day of April, A. D. 1916, situated
deEstate of Edwin A. Preble, late of Islesboro. town of Jackson, in said County of W’aido. i>
of
First and final account presented for allow- scribed as follows: Homestead, east half of lot
51, range 21, 48 acres, northeast corner
ance by Lorana Preble, executrix.
47, range 2, 13 acres, and west half of lot
Estate of Justina I. Thomas, late of lsles- range 3, 60 acres, for the sum of twenty-foui
First and final account presented for dollars and two cents, debt or damage, am.
boro.
allowance by Guilford D. Pendleton, adminis- eighty-one dollars and seventy-nine cents,
re
trator.
costs of suit, together with flfteen;cents|nu
execution issued thereon, and will be
Catherine Battles, late of Frankfort, de- for one
W
h
of
at 1 public auction,; at the office
ceased. Will and petition for probate thereof sold
o'
Jr*5 Eeq., of Brocks, in said County
and that letters testamentary issue to Louisa Brown,
on Saturday, the 19th day of NovemWaldo,
Battles, now Louisa Battles Farnsworth, she
forenoon,
the
ber, A, D. 1921, at ten o’clock in
being the executrix named therein and pre- ■o
much of the above described real estate an
sents said petition.
on
will be sufficient to pay the amount due
deceased.
Esther J. Stevens, late of Unity,
said above described execution with all neces
Petition that Joseph F, Stevens of Unity and ■ary charges of said tale.
Edward E. Stevens of Barnstable, in the 8tate
Dated at said Jackson, this 15th d»y of OctoHARRY M. BROWN,
of Massachusetts, or some othor suitable per- ber, A. D. 1921.
administrator of said estate.
Deputy Shenfl,
8w42
son be

Sheriff’s

■

>

appointed

|

\

*

Higgirife,

by

County, that all persons interested may attend
at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the
8th day of November next, and show cause, if j
any they have, why the said account should !
not be allowed.

1
j

Estate of Jennie O. Bryant, late of Thorndike.
First and final account presented f< r
allowance by Bert C. Bryant, administrator.

Asa

ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge

I

j
!

Estate of Cyrus E. Tibbetts, late of Belfast.
First and final account presented for allowance
Robert M. Tibbetts, administrator.

WALDO SS
In Court of
Probate, held at
Belfast, in vacation, on the 13:h day of October, 1921. Georgia M. Snow, administratrix
of the estate of Melvena A.
Berry, late of

A true copy.

NEW YORK

pplication

NOTICE

A true copy.

Years

i

j

An

Letter

“Yes,

cr Fri-it Urer

Furnished Flat

By FREDERICK

a nephew of Sir Walter Raleigh.
voyage of 75 days a landing was
made at theVnouth of the Keunebec river,

Tablets Save iiaiiaf

Carlisle Henderson read tlie advertisement again.

It seemed worth while
lie
had
though
followed up many promising trails
only to find that they ended in disappointment.
Still, this was what he
wanted—if only It was like what it
said It was:
“48th St., 44 West—Completely furnished apartment; 3 rooms, bath,

build a storehouse and a fort (?) which
they called Fort George. This is said to
have been the first settlement in what is
known

as New England.
It was 13
later when the Pilgrims came to
Plymouth^ Mass., and eBtablidlied the
now

years

may

I. Warner, Lincolnville, to B. B.
or; land and buildings in Lincoln-

ina

I .,;ene H. Diilaway, Winterport, to
He: ert Hall, do.; land and buildings in
erport.
\V
1 :ank B. Brown, Burnham, to Charles
f Mitchell, do.; land and buildings in

a

appear,
attic and

Bath, Maine,

was

j

to

All con-

advertisements snares and de-'
luslons.
Either they were not what
he wanted, or else they charged enormous prices for ridiculously
inadequate rooms. He had not much hope;
but an inner urge prompted him to
follow up this lead. It might be the
thing—and the price was certainly low
enough! Most of them wanted nearly
double that sum for an unfurnishedbarn of a place.
The bus car'
ried him up the avenue to the cross;
street he sought. He rang the bell and
as the unwieldy vehicle
slowed he
swung expertly from the steps. A short
walk westward brought him to the*

printed in

King )ames I.,

At the feet of his Most Serene Ring,
Burnnam.
humbly prostrates himself George PopA. Hurd, Orrington, to Mary A. ham, President of the Second Colony of
Brewer; land in Winterport.
Virginia. If it may please the patience
pro:
of your devine Majesty to receive a few
ie Chapin Lancaster, Belfast, to H.
rse, Camden; land and buildings in ; things from your most observant and devoted though unworthy servant, I trust
Si
port.
it will derogate nothing from the lustre
Nickerson, Portland, to Gorton ! of
your Highness, since they seem to reFisheries Co., Gloucester, Mass.;
dound to the Glory of God, the greatness
nd buildings in Searsport.
of your Majesty and the utility of Great
rton-Pew Fisheries Co Gloucester, ; Britain.
to Stockton Canning Co., StockI have thought it, therefore, very just,
uid in Searsport.
that it should be made known to your
A. Woods, Warren, N. H., to Bert Majesty, that among the Virginians and
e. Searsmont; land and buildings in
Moassons, there is none in the world
more admired than
Sr i: mont.
Ri^g James, Soveribeth C. Bowley, Searsmont, to eign Lord of Great Britain, on account of [
L. Buck, do.; land and buildings his admirable justice and inqredibie con- J
stancy, which gives no small pleasure to
arsmont.
the natives of these regions, who say,
rt C. Williams, Searsport, to John
moreover, that James, under whose rule
y, do,; land in Searsport.
and reign they would gladly fight
Tak B. Myrick, Belfast, to Lottie D. ; hanida, one of the natives who was in
do.; land and buildings in Belfast. Great Britain, here proclaimed to them
What and how
A. Carpenter, Brooks, to Everet#! your praises and virtues.
much I may avail in transacting these
er, Monroe; land in Monroe.
affairs and in confirming their minds, let
11. Ryder, Brooks, to Chester G.
those judge who are well versed in these
n, do.; land in Brooks.
matters at home, which I wittingly avow
L Southard, Dexter, to Jarvis B. that all
my endeavors are as nothing,
Bangor; land and buildings in f when considered in comparison with my
erport.
duty towards my Prince.
E. Hubbard, Brooks, to Joseph
My well considered opinion is that in
in
ig, Thorndike; standing timber
[ these regions the glory of God may be
I easily evidenced, the empire of your
■ndike.
and the welfare of
a Berry, Northport, et al., to Wm- | Majesty enlarged,
Britain speedily augmented. So
i, do.; land and buildings in North- ! Great
far as relates to commerce, there are in
these parts, shagbarks, nutmeg and cinr :mr M.
Moulton, et al., City of
namon, besides pine wood and Braziliian
ter, N. Y,, to Hannah Murcel),
cochineal and Ambergris, with many
yn, N. Y'.; land and buildings in other
products of great value, and these j
port.
in the greatest abundance.
cis M. Staples, Belfast, to David
Besides, they positively assure me that
ker, do.; land and buildings in Bel- there is a sea in the opposite or western
part of the Province, distant not more
■i R. Bradstreet, Freedom, et als.,
than seven days’ journey from our fort
j] Campbell Young, Cambridge, of St. George in Sagadahock; a sea large,
land in Unity. (Two deeds )
wide and deep, the boundaries of which
they are wholly ignorant of. This can- j
the Sou! hern
not be any other than
PROSPECT FE*RY
Ocean, reaching to the regions of China, i
which unquestionably canno; be far from
ihlren who had scarlet fever are these regions.
If, therefore, it may please you to keep
in and there are no new cases.
open your devine eyes, on this matter of;
A. A. Ginn, Eugene Barnes, Per- my report, I doubt not but your Majesty
lrding and Mrs. Josephine Banks ! will perform a work most pleasing to !
God, most honorable to your greatness,
d to Belfast to see the new
and most conducive to the wealth of your j
kingdom, which with ardent prayers 1
M. A. Littlefield is ill at the home most vehemently desire. And may God
that the Majesty of my
caring Almighty grant
-s. A. C. Harriman, who is

number."
From the outside the place looked:
bright and clean. Big windows, he
noted approvingly; the apartments on
the lower floors, which were occupied,
showed glimpses of tastefully furnished rooms—not
the green-plushand-golden-oak horrors among which

I

was

wrong—

hopelessly, bitterly wrong—and I see
it now.
I saw it months ago, but I
couldn't bring myself to write.
And
then you changed your address, and I
couldn’t find you again. And I was so
miserable.
Carlisle, dear, won’t you
kiss me and say that It’s all right?”
"Xlice, it never was anything but til
right. I’ve found you now and I don’t
intend to let you go.
Let’s let bygones be, bygones, and not think any

Wl

LX.

of that bad old time. You’re
mine now, and you'll never get away

more

alluring

13 December, 1607

j

“Oh, Carlisle, Carlisle, It’s I who
should ask pardon.

started out on the trail ohce more.
For two weeks he had sought a place
to live, and had found the various

lows:

George Popham

Into his arms.

veniences; $100. Sublet till October.”
He clipped the scrap of paper from
the journal In which he had found it,
put It carefully In his wallet, and

the Lewiston Journal and reads as fol-

j

even

kitchen, elevator, telephone.

first permanent settlement. The settlement at the mouth of the Kenntbec was
of short duration. The ships which
brought them there remained about three
months and a half and then sailed for
f>0c. a box, 6 for $2.50, trial size 25c.
England, leaving only 45 men in the colh alers or from FRUIT-A-TIVES
ony, of whom George Popham, president
.united, OGDENSBURG, N. Y.
of the colony, was one, and just two
months after the ships sailed for home
I'ransters in Real Estate
Popham died, and in the summer following those of the colony who had survived
following transfers of real estate
the winter, returned to England. A few
recorded in Waldo County Registry
weeks before his death Popham wrote a
the
week ending Oct. 13,
L'eeds for
letter to the King of England and, strange
192C
as it
this letter was found in
S.
v-!'

HART

(©• !•>!» by McClvre Newspaper Syndicate.)

investigating,

didn’t

you answer my letters?”
“I—I don’t know. I was hurt, Garlisle—hurt and proud.
Oh, i was
wicked not to write! I know it now.
And then you stopped writing, and I
couldn't stand It any longer. And I
to forget.
came here to work—and
And now you come here!”
“Alice—Alice, dear, I want to ask
your pardon for the things I said and
did that night.”
With a little cry she flung herself

a

After listening to a sermon, and the reading of the (latent laws which gave them
title to the territory occupied and several
square miles more, they proceeded to

8S5 Grant St., Buffalo, N. Y.
I have been Paralyzed on the
,< ole right side since April 80th.
1 referred the case to a physician
wrote me, advising the ‘use
of
‘Fruit-a-tives’.
j
I would not be without ‘#ruit-afor anything ; no more
strong
rtics or salts ; no more bowel
able for me.
,
J recommend, ‘Fruit-a-tives’ to all I
more like 40 than
62, which I
have just passed’
WM. H. OSTRANDER.

“Well, I want to say—why

to

Lot

Gilbert,
Alter

1—I remember," slie said at

last.

Old records which we presume are authentic tell us that on the.Slst day of
May, 1607, two ships carrying one hundred men jet sail from Plymouth, England. One of the ships was commanded
by George Popham, the other by Raleigh

m\m
“Fruit-a-tives”,

Interesting

again.”

/

There was silence for a moment.
Then she raised her head from his

You'll be

arms.

have been

“You’re not going to leave me?”
“Never! You must keep this apartment. By the way, how did you come
to advertise It at such a Crazy price?
It’s worth twice that, furnished as It
is.” *
She blushed. “I’ll confess. I didn’t
know where you were and I couldn’t
find your address, but I met a girl the
other day who said she knew you were
hunting for a place to live, so I advertised at such a price that I was
sure you’d come to investigate.
I’ve
had that ad in all the papers for a
week, and I’ve had the most fearful
time telling everybody who came that
| tiie place was taken. But I was sure

j

—

as

first sack of WILLIAM TELL.
You’ll wonder
whether the next one will be as good.
You’ll soon
learn, however, that WILLIAM TELL is always the same,
that you can always depend upon its
superior baking qualities,
its

purity

and its delicious flavor.
•

Try

that first sack today. There’s
risk for you, as WILLIAM
TELL is sold under a guarantee of
complete satisfaction.
no

you’d crane.”

j

other women
at your success with your

surprised—just

Tell

A rap at the door interrupted them.
Alice opened and admitted a large man
who puffed from his stair-climbing exertions.
“I see you’ve got a place to sublet,"
he began; “can I look at it?”
Before Alice could answer Carlisle
stepped forward.
“I’m sorry, sir,” he said. “The place
is taken.”

Grocer—WILLIAM TELL

your

Yes, the price is down—just about

cut in two

from what you used to pay.

SWAN-WHITTEN COMPANY
DISTRIBUTORS OF WILLIAM TELL FLOUR

1

ROUSED INTEREST CF CHINESE

Curious Farmers.
A

J0l began Oct. 17th after a
c
Mrs. Evander
two weeks.

for all persons of another
race—is a rare sight in the interior villages of China; in some he is still
known only by hearsay.
The European or the American traveler who
first enters a remote village excites
much the same interest as “the wild
man of Borneo” excites in a country
town here. In Travel Mr. William A.
Anderson tells how the natives of a
certain village in North China received
him and incidentally how he was the
means of dispelling a most injurious
rumor about the Anglo-Saxon knee
Seated upon an old millstone in a
shaded corner of the yard, he says, I
became the object of a good-natured
inquisition by the curious farmers,
who casually came ro me in ones and
in twos until they felt it safe to be
bold. Then an old man,wrinkled like
tlie neck of a turtle and with eyes
twinkling with humor and curiosity,
darted forth an Inquisitive hand and
pinched me with his bony fingers. Instinctively I tightened my muscle, and
he emitted a long and appreciative
“Ah!” I was then politely requested
to rise and sit down again. The request
was made with such gentle earnestness
that I compiled.
“Ah!” said the old man again, nodding with satisfaction, “I thought it
was a lie.”
“What is the meaning of that?” I
asked.
“I have always been told,” he explained wifh a deprecatory air, “that
foreigners had no joints in their knees.
I see now that it must be a mistake,
because you can bend yours.”
My willingness to enlighten them
made us all friends instantly, and they
advanced upon me to examine my garments, remove my sun helmet to test
its weight, try the leather of my shoes
by scratching them, unbutton my coat
to see if I wore an undershirt, ask the
price of my clothes and enter into a
violent altercation as to their advantage over native garments.—Youth’s

Standing With Her Back Against the
Wall.
he had lived for so many weeks. He
mounted the steps and rang the bell.
A trim maid answered the bell. He
produced the clipping.
“Two flights up,” she said.
knock-‘-apartment 24.”
He climbed the stairs.

NO SUPERFICIAL SORROW

is the teacher.
rather elderly woman of
dusky hue of the kind who looks upon all
members of the white race in a friendly,
confidential way. And she was arrayed
jay recently on a pleasure trip.
in deepest mourning from head to foot.
s
Ben Godsoe and two children of j
Also the look upon her face was entirely
and
,or visited her parents, Capt.
in keeping with her melancholy array. It
•V. H. Harriman, several days re- certainly seemed that she was dressed up
within the iast inch of her mournful feelcently.
But such, alas! was not the case.
ings.
and Mrs. Fred L. Palmer of Mon- For finally she halted before the counter
md Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Bryant of' she was seeking—the underwear counter,
nor viBited Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Ave- j And this is the conversation that ensued:
“Honey,” she addressed the young
recently.
woman clerk, "is you got any black unMrs. F.dgar Shaw and little son who derwear?”
“No, auntie,” replied the salesgirl,
been visiting at Capt. Harvey
“but I have some very nice white ones,
hener’s, have returned to their home Won’t they do?”
noston. They were accompanied by
“No, honey,” replied the woman with
“No, they don’t
Hazel Mitchener, who will spend just a touch of sorrow.
do.
Wnen 1 mourns, I mourns clean
e vinter there.
down to de skin.”-^EI Paso Times.
She

was

a

■

j

j

OAK HILL, Swanville.
Mrs. James Webster was a recent guest
Mrs. N. B., Wyman in Belfast.
Mr. L. O. Hanley of South Thomaston
a guest of Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Peavey
16 and 17.
Mr,
s

arnes

and

Mrs.

Arthur

Thompson of

Mills were guests of Mr. and Mrs.

Webster,

Oct. 16.

Mr.

Charles Watson was in Brooks
rral days recently doing some carcenter work for Mr. R. F. Gray.
e

Mr, Charles Webb has returned to
tanungham, Mass., after a week’s visit
"Mb his brother, Mr. F. J. Webb.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Peavey and Mrs.
barali Knight of Belfast, were guests of
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Peavey Oct. 16.
Mrs. Wallace Seeking and Master Ralph
I Augusta returned
home Oct. 13, after
a 'en
days’s visit with Mrs. F. O. Seek-

ms.

A PRIVILEGED CHARACTER
A teacher was trying to illustrate the
of laziness and idleness. She
drew a terrible picture of the habitual
loader, the man who hates work, and his
ultimate fate.
‘•'Now, Johnnie,” she said to a little
boy, who had been looking out of the
window, and whose mind was far from
the lesson of the hour, "tell me who is
the wretched, miserable individual who
gets clothes, food and lodging and gives
nothing in return?”
Johnnie’s
face
glowed.
“Please,
miss,” he replied, “the baoj!”—Edinburgh Scotsman
outcome

USE SLOAN’S TO
EASE LAME BACKS
YOU

can’t do your best when
and every muscle

your back
aches with

invited to come. Theproceedsfare for
Ule benefit of the
grange.

Getting

In the Last Word.
Thp Bride’s Mother—What’s Henry
®een fining to you now?
The Bride—The worst yet. Every
time he calls me up on the telephone
says what he wants to and then
up the receiver so I can’t talk
to him.

Apply Sloan’s Liniment freely, withrubbing, and enjoy a penetrative
glow of warmth and comfort.
Good for rheumatism, neuralgia,
sprains and strains, aches and pains,
sciatica, sore muscles, stiff joints and

j 1'

Jmngs

the after effects of' weather
exposure.
For forty years pain’s enemy. Ask
your neighbor. Keep Sloan’s handy.

At all

j
j

The light of the room after the
dimness of the hallway dazzled his
eyes for a moment, and he could not
make out the features of the girl who
Companion.
confronted him.
He noted that, she
was small and slim, and dressed
in
Not Obsolete.
a businesslike suit of dark material;
Admiral Sims said at a dinner party
then his eyes roved about the beauin New York:
tiful little apartment with its wicker
“Youth is always an extremist. Take,
comfortable
furniture, Its
looking for instance, the battleship question.
couch, the shaded electric lights. It We middle-aged sailors are just now
was what he wanted, all right.
^asking ourselves how much the subhis eyes returned to the girl, and he
marine lias impaired the value of the
saw that she was standing with her
battleship, hut youth has got the quesback against the wall, one hand
tion settled for good and all.
clenched at her side, the other at'her
‘What is tlie value of the battleHe saw that her face was
throat.
ship today? I said to a naval cadet
white—and then he saw that lie knew
at a luncheon.
her.
‘No damned value at all,' he
It was a mere whisper.
“Alice!”
answered.
The shock of surprise nearly stunned
“Then he thought a moment and
him. “Alice—you—how did ►you get
added:
...

here?”

‘Of course, she’s got
deck for dancing.’

“Carlisle, I—” The words came
“I came last year. I
with difficulty.
—I’ve been painting—not very well.
little nervous
I’m afraid—” with a
laugh. “At least, no one wants to
buy my pictures. I had a little money,
but it’s nearly all gone, so I had to
sublet this place*. Did you see my advertisement in the paper?”
“Yes, I saw it—but—Alice—I—do
you remember when I last saw you?"

a

very nice

Smart.
“That lawyer is making a fine speech
to the ladies of the jury.”
“He’s full of guile, too.”
“In what respect?”
ad“He carefully refrained from
dressing them as the ‘intelligent ladies
of the jury,’ and thus avoided the insinuation that they might not be good-

She looked away.

looking.”—Birmingham Age-Herald.

fatigue.

out

Lomet Grange is to have a box sbciable
Maturnay evening, Oct. 29, to which all

were

The whole
house breathed an air of refinement.
And ihore was a three-room apartment here for rent at $100 a month!
His mind instinctively took up susThere must be something
picions.
wrong with the place at that price.
Perhaps there were conditions attached—certainly it couldn’t be very
nice.
Still he had comet a
long way, and there was no use "in
backing out now—he might as well
see it.
Another flight of stairs, and
he was standing before apartment 24.
There was no
card in the little
holder, but a gleaming brass knocker
He rapped tentatively.
invited use.
Footsteps sounded on the other side of
the door, and in a moment the handle
turned, and he was bade a cheerful
“come in 1"

George Popham

and Mrs. Wendall Leach and Mr.
Mrs. Percy Mills motored to Camden

They

wide, deep-carpeted, quiet.

servant

Har-

“Just

druggists—35c, 70c, $1.40.

Sloar’
Liniment

Artesian Wells

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

We have pumps for every and
any kind of well, opera1 ed by
hand, gasoline engine or electric
motor; we cut and fit pipe all
ready to install. It’s the Myers’
Pump. BEST on EARTH.
Write for catalog, get our
prices. Cost much less than last

CASTO R I A

Bungalow for Rent
Six

room

bath, running

sonable rates

bungalow, electric lights,

ORRIN J. DICKEY,
Real Estate and Insurance,
2w40

year.

water and furnace at reaApply to

Belfast, Maine,

4w41

C. M. Conant Oo.
j

182-196 Broad Street,
MAINE
BANGOR,
,■

Granite Monuments

Undertaker

We take them from the
License 377.

one

small

Maine,

^y ^Tel.

61-3

FOR SALE
A limited

in the quarry,

profit.

•

Belfast,

ledge

cut, polish, finish, letter and place them on your
lot in the cemetery. One continuous process and

Licensed Embalmer

joint.

Sovereign Lord, Ring Janies, may remain
glorious for ages to come.
At the Fort of St. George, in Sagadahock of Virginia, 13 December, 1607.
In all things your Majesty’s devoted

vaca-

foreign devil—the pleasant Chi-

nese name

__

Ginn and Miss Angelia Harriman
ngor were week-end visitors here
relatives.

W.L. COOK

Appearance of White Traveler Led to
Good-Natured Inquisition by

quantity of boards

You avoid the high cost of stock, the high
freight and the middle men’s profits, which brings
your monument down to the lowest possible price.
Call and see for yourself.

A. S. HEAL,

plank, 2x4, etc., suitable for;
building purposes. This lum-

Bridge St, Belfast,

Me.

ber will be delivered in Belfast and vicinity at reduced

prices.
MILTON B. HILLS,
fra*

Belfast,

Maine

I

pill Boxes
We have them all nailed
up ready for use and in
No waiting,
shooks.
come and get as many
as you need—one or one
hundred.

We have the two popular sizes, 18x18x7 and
101x111x18.

MATHEWS BROS.

Special Notice
We wish to inform the public that we
doing business all the time and if you
wish to buy or sell real estate of any kind
we would be pleased to talk with you.
E. A. STROUT Farm Agency,
ROY C. FlSH, Local Manager,
Room 2, Odd Fellows’ Block, Belfast, Me.
tf47
are

Write for

Fiiim stisBUi LnuJic
BANGOR LINE

REIV. EIV.8ER

STEAMSHIPS BELFAST

Those Light Flakey

Leave Bangor Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Saturdays at 2 p, m Winterport 2,45 p. m.,
Bucksport 3 30 p m., Belfast 5 p. m for Camden, Rockland and Boston.
Return—Leave Boston Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays at 5 p^m. Leave Rockland
Tuesdays. Thursdays and Saturdays at 5 a. m„
Camden 5 45 a. m., Belfast 7.15 a m, for Bucksport, Winterport and B ngor
At Boston connection is made with the Metropolitan Line passenger and freight steamers
for New York via Cape Cod Canal.
GEO. E. DUNTON, Agent.

|

Dr.il. C. Stephenson
DENTIST
IVIN SONIC TEMPLE.
Telephone 223-3

ROOM 3

Ask Your Dealer for Itl

FALL SCHEDULE

MfilMTOL

Bronchitis.
MIN TO L
relieves
all congestion.

^Whitney

Port! and, Maine

is a Ho me Protector

against Influenza,
Chest Colds, Head
Colds, Croup a*ui

Catalog

Kendall

•‘Honda Up’"

Biscuits MotherMade?
SHE USED

Delano Potter & Co.'s

Belfast, Maine.

BLUE DIAMOND

Hair Remover

BAKING CREAM

A smooth hairless skin for ©very
a
woman may be hail, with the aid of
little MEDOL paste. made by mixing
a little Medjl with water, and apply
to the hairs not wanted and in a jiffy
off*
you can wash the hairs right
Medol is sold in GOc and $1.00 bottles.
American Proprietary Syndicate.
Malden 4S. Mass.

Agents Wanted

WHY DON’T

YOU?

Pure, Wholesome

and

Reliable.
1 lb.

Cans, 35c.

We want a lady or gentleman agent to
handle city trad in Belfast and other vacant cities. This is a wonderful oppor- i
tuuity as you will be retailing the genuine ;
J. R. Watkins’ Products, including Watkins’ Cocoanut Oil Shampoo, Garda Face
Powder, Fruit Drinks and over 137 other
products. Write today for free sample
and particulars. The J. R. Watkins Co.,
4w41
Dept. 69, New York, N. Y.
j
—--i

ALGOLA PILLS

Regulate the

Stomach, Liver and Bowels.
Make Pure Blood. For Constipation. Relieve
Gas, Indigestion, Biliousness, Bick Headache.
Try them. 10c. 25c. At druggists. Duane
Pharmacal Co., sole proprietor, P. O. Box
1103, City Hall Station, New York. See
signature on each box.

Dr. Hester Brown
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
30

High Street.

tel. 320

FOR SALE
Low 'price second, nand parlor
and kitchen stoves,
J. AUSTIN McKEEV.

STOCKTON^ SPRINGS

SEARSPORT

Mrs. Grace W. Britto made a shopping
to Bangor, Monday of last week.
Mrs.
Dearborn of Bangor waa • the
Mrs. Livona Williams visited friends in
guest of Mrs. George M. Houghton last
Islesboro recently.
week.
Herbert R. Dyer was in town last week
Mrs. Horace Staples is suffering sethe guest of his mother, Mrs. F. S. Dyer.
with an attack of neuralgia in
Mrs. Alice Shute le'ft Sunday for Al- verely
her left aide.
bion, where she is the guest of relatives.
Mr. Walter F. Trundy has put in a
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Norton and Mrs.
stock of millinery and Mrs. Dunaver is
C. M. Rand enjoyed an auto trip to Watacting as milliner.
erville recently.
Miss Grace Clifford ana mother, Mrs.
Captain Frank Curtis arrived recently
E. G. Clifford, spent Wednesday of last
from New York where his command, the
week in Bucksport.
S. S. Iowan, is in port.
The girls of the High school and a few
Mrs. R. W. Young and son Andrew of
others are agitating the question of hav.
are
of
Mrs. D. W.
Malden, Mass.,
guests
ng a basket ball team.
Vaughan in Reservoir street.
The baked bean supper given Saturday
The dance given by the band after picby the Rebekahs, was well attendtures in Union Hall Monday evening was night
ed, netting the order about $20.
well patronized and much enjoyed.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis TewkBbury, who
Steamer Ripogenus finished discharging
have been guests of Capt. and Mrs. E. S.
coal for the Great Northern Paper Co.
Sbute, have returned to Boston.
and sailed for Norfolk, Va., Wednesday.
Mr. Norman Griffin accompanied his
Mrs. Donald W. Vaughan arrived Tuesuncle, Mr. Crawford Griffin, to Kingman
where
she
from
has
been
the
day
Boston,
last week, for a hunting expedition.
guest of relatives for the past two weeks.
Mrs. Hattie Hichborn is staying with
Captain and Mrs. Albert Blanchard of Miss Nellie Hichborn
since the departure
Brooklyn, N. Y., are spending a few days of her
Capt. E. L. Hichborn.
brother,
at their summer home in Mount Ephraim
Mr. Vance C. Wells, a senior at the Uroad.
of M., was a week-end guest at the
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Williams of Everhome of Capt. and Mrs. Elden S. Shute
ett, Mass., are in town while repairs are
Mr. and Mrs. Randell Eames of Searsbeing made on their cottage in Norria
port are receiving congratulations upon
street.
the arrival of a nine-pound son—Francis
Charles Clement, Edwin Clement and ;
—Oct. 18th.
C. Sumner Small left by auto Tuesday
Miss Ruth Merrithew was called to
for a hunting trip to Brownville and viRockland, Mass., last week to attend the
cinity.
funeral of Mrs. Hopkins’, the mother of
Simon Fraser and son Earl, Wiliiam
Mr. Frank Hopkins.
Miss Frances Smith is visiting friends

trip

in Bucksport.

Fraser,

and

Easton,

are

Miss

Gertrude

Everett of

Mr. Samuel E. Rendell returned Saturday from an extended sea voyage of a
Simpson
year and eight months, acting in the
George P. Worcester and friend, Ralph
capacity of engineer.
the
rewere
Welch, of Medford, M5ss.,
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Ward well arcent guests of Mr. Worcester’s parents,
rived from Boston Saturday. They will
Mr. and Mrs.
W. Norton.

guests of Mr. and Mrs. Amos

in Union street.

H.

Mrs. Josephine Webber, who occupied
an apartment in the Thurston house in
Elm street through the summer, left recently for Dorchester, Mass.
of

A business meeting of the Blue Birds
ftie Kanetota Campfire Group was held

Monday afternoon, the following officers
for the year being elected: President, Ellen Frame; secretary, Alice Trundy; vice
president, Mary Havener. Alice Trundy
was admitted to the Group as a Blue Bird.
Preparations were made for a Hallowe’en
party at which each Blue Bird will entertain a friend outside the Group. The Blue

Monday after
school hours, at the home ot the Guardian.
Birds meet each week

on

A wedding of unusual interest to Searsport people took place in Orange, N. J.,
October 6th when William

Grinnell,

E.

Jr., of Boston and Miss Kathleen Mary
Eyre were married at the home of the
bride’s mother, Mrs. John Eyre, No. 678
Berkley avenue. The bride was given in
marriage by her brother, John Eyre of
New York, and was attended by her sisters, Misses Gladys and Blanca Eyre.
The bride was beautifully gowned in coffee-colored crepe with picture hat to
match, and she carried orchids. Miss
Gladys was in pale blue brocaded satin,
and Miss Blanca wore pheasant Canton
The ring
crepe with silver embroideries
bearer was little Eileen Eyre, a niece of
the bride.

The groomsman was Flint
Grinnell of Boston, a brother of the

occupy

the Willis Bowden home and he

will board with them.
The

Spiritualists

son of the late Mr. C. Sumner
Philo Blaisdel! of Brooklyn, N. Y., has
Roberts and grandson of the late Mr. been the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Geo.
B. M. Roberts of this place, is feeling Grant
recently.
justly proud of his selection as ChairMrs. L. C. Atwood returned to her
man of the Loyal Legion committee to
home in Eastport, Wednesday, after a
welcome and entertain Marahal Foch,
brief visit here.
when he reaches this country for his
Mr. and Mrs. John Cole have returned
Roberts
visit
Mr.
and
Mrs.
coming
to their home here from -Belfast where
have recently returned from a trip to
have had employment with Mr and
France, (with a delegation of the Loyal they
Mrs. Joseph W. Blaisdell.
where
were
legion)
they
finely entertain•
The friends here of Mrs. Carrie Hardy
ed by the French government
Croxford of East Dixmont extend sympathy to her in the loss of her husband,
THORNDIKE.
Horace Croxford, which occurred last
week.
Miss Carrie A. Ferguson is visiting
Barbara Clements, daughter of Mr.
friends in Brooks and Dixmont.
and Mrs. R. L. Clements, who underMr. Prescott Wren and family and Mrs.
went a successful operation Oct. 14 for
Mary E. Pitman passed Oct. 22nd in Belappendicitis at the E. M. G. Hospital

Mich.,

fast.

Mr. and

Mrs. Fred Sayward and two

meetings in

Mrs. Pearl Hamlin.

ett were hostesses at the whist
party
held Thursday evening in the Library
benefit series, Mrs. F. M. Eastman and

Mr. George Lewis of North Haven, accompanied by Mrs. Sarah R. Lewis, Mrs.
H. P. Andrews
held highest score.
Dora Wagner and Mr-. Annabel UnderKnowleB orchestra again kindly donated
wood of Belfast, passed Saturday with
splendid music for the social dance after
Mr. L. L. Higgins and Mr. and Mrs. F. L.
the game.
Philbrick.
Mr. and Mrs. F. M. Nickerson and Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Ross C. Higgins have
been entertaining the past week Mr. and and Mrs. R. L. Clements attended the
Mrs. Irvin Goddard of Connecticut. Dur- banquet and get together meeting of the
ing the week the four passed one day in Belfast Chamber of Commerce and the
Pittsfield, Harmony and St. Albans, call- citizens of Monroe last Wednesday evening on friends, and another day in Vas- ing, The good ladies of Monroe are to
congratulated on the excellence and atsalboro and Waterville.
tractiveness of the repast which they
Mr. and Mrs. Ross C. Higgins had a
provided and which was deservedly comreal bouse party Oct 23rd
The guests
plimented many times.
were
of
Mr. and Mrs. Goddard

present

Mr. and Mrs. George Daggett and daughters Georgie and Rose, Mrs.
Annabel Underwood and Mr. Hamilton of

on

Mrs. Smart of Winter-

Belfast,

which began Oct. 23rd, 1921, and closes en, one of Winterport’s esteemed citiJan. 16th, 1922.
Mrs. Hogan will be zens, was held at his late home, Friday
to
pleased
receive
any sum from dimes afternoon, Mrs. Nettie W. Smart officiatsisport, accompanied by Mrs. Colson’s
A large number of relatives and
to dollars that anyone feels to contribute. ing.
ter, Miss Ruth Merrithew, motored to
friends were present
Merton Haley of
As we look at it this is not a political
a
Oct.
17th
for
day’s shopping.
Bangor
Monroe was funeral director and the inaffair, but that whosoever will may do- terment was in the Clark cemetery, near
Mr. Earl Grant, Principal of the High
nate as they feel to. Mrs. Hogan sends his lifelong home. Besides his wife he
school, left for Bangor, Friday afternoon, all money received by her to the county left two sons, George L. Clark of Hampand Walter S. Clark of Winterport,
to procure the necessary outfit for the
chairwoman, Mrs. Ralph Cooper of Bel- den,
recently organized boys’ basket ball team. fast. It is hoped that all who are inter- also several grandchildren. He was 82
years of age.
The Swathmore Chautauqua course ested in the good work will respond freeNow is the time to pro- ly and that Thorndike’s chairwoman will
opens Nov. 1st.
A Hold-Up.
cure your tickets and thus assist the report a goodly sum and the town as
“Here’s a quarter, Willie; now you
Don’t forget the date, Nov. usual go over the top.
guarantors.
keep away from that keyhole tonight
1st, continuing three days.
when George calls.”
MUKKILL.
The Current Events Club met with
“Dat'll tix me alright, hut it'll cost
Mrs. Lillias Emery last week, the topic
you a quarter apiece to keep the rest
Mr. and Mrs. John Berry, Stella and of the gang away.”
being Current Events. The next meeting will be with Mrs. Alida C. Houghton, Mr. and Mrs. Janies Mears motored to
Just Wait On.
Stockton Sunday.
the topic being Italian Painters.
man.

They left again

on

Tuesday.

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Colson of Sears-

Mr. Horace Noyes o£ Vinalhaven with
party of friends motored here Oct. 16th

Mr. Stewart from Massachusetts, pass
a few days with his
sister, Mrs. Ambrose Pearson last week.

ed

the stairs landing rendered the nuptial
music. After the ceremony a wedding
breakfast was served to the bridal party

with whom he has boarded since his sojourn in town, accompanied him for a

and

Gardner, Clarence Smith Herman Merriam.
and Fred L. Davison of Cutler, all memMrs. timer Hartshorn
visited her
bers of the “Morrison Fishing Outfit,”
brother, Charles Lasselle and family at
autoed to town Saturday, spending the
Burnham last week and goes this week
night with Mr. and Mrs. William H. Mor- to
Bingham, Mass., to visit relatives.

Henry Buck has bought the William
Moore place.
Belfast spent
Sunday, the 16th, in her home.
Miss Susie Hanson

of

Miss Lena Sanborn of Belfast was the
guest of Mrs. Belle Cunningham a few

days this week.
Milbury Hunt has bought of Burton
Paul and taken possession of the place
formerly owned by Valorous Simmons.
Charles

Hunt

has bought the home
farm of Eben Cobb.
Mr. and Mrs. Cobb
are moving into the rent over his store.
It has been decided to take down the
steeple above the belfry of the M. E.
church.

Mr.

ready for ti

e

Tenney

has

the

staging

worn;.

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Templeton have
gone to Worcester, Mass., and Mr. and
Mrs. Bertrand Drummond have gone to

brief visit u> her former home.

Mrs. Carrol Thompson of Belfast and
Mrs. Elijah Morse of Belmont recently
spent

the

day with their sister, Mis.

Messrs. L. E.

rison and leaving for home Sunday.

Mr.

and

Mrs.

Ralph Overlock and

Capt. Will Harriman of Rockland, sm family of South Freedom and Mrs.
C. B.
perintendent for Crowell and Thurlough, Knowlton of
Liberty were Sunday visiis making a short stay at his old home in
tors at Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Bowen’s.
Prospect Ferry. Sunday, in company,
Mrs. Lilia Pearson, Mrs. Ella Little
with his cousin, Mr. Otis Ginn of Brewfield and Mrs. Ida Cross motored to Walhe
called
on
his
Frank
er,
cousin, Mrs.
doboro last Thursday to visit Mrs. PearHarding,
son’s uncle, Mr. Preston Mears, Mrs.
Mr. Harold Gril&n, accompanied by
Littlefield remaining there, Mrs. Cross
his wife and aunt, Mrs. James Crocker,
stopping at Cam Jen for a few days.
motored to Thomaston recently for his
mother, Mrs. Levi Griffin, who had been
PROSPECT FErtRY
with her sister, Mrs. George Demuth, for
osteopathic treatment in Rockland. She
Capt. A. A. Ginn is confined to bis
is much improved in health.
room.
He is attended by Dr. Emmerson
Mr. and Mrs. Percy L. Hupper, Mr. of
Bucksport.
John L. Lancaster and Miss Gynan left
Otis Ginn and Miss Angelia Harriman
in the Hupper car Sunday for a trip to
of Brewer were, week-end visitors here
Boston
and New York.

Miss

Gynan,

who has been with relatives at Prospect
Ferry during the summer, will continue
her journey to her home in Cincinnati.
Word along the way from the StevensHeath party, which left in their car on
Oct. 18th for Florida, says they camped

with relatives.

Will.am Harriman was a week-end
visitor here with his parents, Capt. and
Mrs. W. H. Harriman,

Mrs. Evelyn Harrison and daughter
of Brooklyn, N. Y., visited relaDaisy
Salem, N. H., to spend the winter but
the first night near Portland and they tives here several days last week. They
plan to return in the spring.
will spend the winter in Bucksport with
the second one in Cambridge,
A community supper, which was a spent
Mrs. Sidney Harrison.
the Heaths the guests of Mr. and
success
financially and socially, was Mass.,
Mrs.
Charles
and
the
Sprague
Stevens
of
given on the 18th in the M. E. church
of Mr. and Mrs. Pierce D. Lancaster.
vestry, under the efficient work of Mrs.

George Kelso,

ably

assisted

by

Mr. and Mrs. Alvan (J. Treat left Monday for a few days’ visit to their son
Strout.
The ladies are planning to give Crawford and family in Portland.
They
a Hallowe’en social on
Monday evening, will spend the night en route with Mrs.
Oct. 31st, in the vestry.
Treat’s uncle, Mr. Keyes Richards and
wife in Boothbaj. This week is "ShakesMR. GURNEY NOMINATED FOR
peare week" in Portland at the theatres,
UTILITY COMMISSION.
and the Treats will tske in some of the
Frank

Gelo,

Mrs.

Coombs

and

Saturday

Mr. and Mrs.

for a visit at Mr. James Marden’s. The
Mrs. Lottie and Miss Flora Murch are
party returned, leaving Mr. Noyes, who
his wife, for a further spending a fortnight with Mr. and Mrs.
ed in navy blue crepe. Elaborate deco- has been joined by
Elbert Sawyer in Augusta.
rations were carried out w>ith masses of stay.
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Jackson recently
Mr. Kellar, State Superintendent of
ferns and palms, while quantities of yellow chysauthemums were used with the building of the new road, motored to passed a week at Windsor Locks, Conn.,
charming effect, An orchestra seated on Lincoln last week. Mrs. Eben Libby, visiting his brother Leander and family.

SbARSMONT~

The death of Mrs. Ellen Littlefield
Frederick of Somerville, Mass., occurred

very suddenly after a severe
F. L. Philbrick, surgical operation performed the prevMrs. Frederick was
port being the speaker.
Mr. L. L. Higgins, Mrs. Mary Pitman and ious Wednesday.
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Walter S.
Mr. Isaac Littlefield and two sons Ed- Mrs. Addie M. Higgins. A bountiful dinward and Irving went to Portland, Maice, ner was served by the hostess. The social Littlefield of this town, and resided in
last week, where they hive work in the hours before the open fire will long be this village while Mr. Frederick was
principal of the High School. She made
remembered by all present.
erection of a paper-bag factory.
Mrs Maud Roberts Hogan has befen many friends here by her pleasing and
Mr and Mrs. JameB Griffin of North
quiet personality.
Adams, Mass., arrived Thursday for a appointed chairwoman for this town of
The funeral of Leonard Clark of Goshvisit to his mother, Mrs. Annie K. Harri- the Woodrow Wilson Memorial Fund,

ing,

groom. The bride’s mother wore black
and the groom’s mother was gown-

for Cape Cod, Mass., where they, will
spend their honeymoon. They will reside
in WLnthrop, Mass.

is gaining every day.

Mrs. Philip Goodnow, Misses Lilias
Hopkins, Sara Reed and Pauline Crock-

crepe

A profusion of beautiful
guests.
gifts were received by theiyoung couple.
Mr. and Mrs. Grinnell lef\ immediately

Bangor,

children of Augusta were guests Monday
of Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Ward and Mr. and

Connecticut,

held

both afternoon and even-

Hall,
Sunday,

Hichborn

course the impression has been gotten
WlM ERPORT
that the “Russian Quartette’’ would not
sing the evening of the first day, hence
Claude Ryder of Kenduakeag visited
the management has requested that we
friends here last week.
announce to the public, that the full proMr.(and Mrs. Geo. Grant spent a few
gram will be given both afternoon and
evening of the 1st day and that letters days in Bangor last week.
Mrs. I. H. Davis is the guest of friends
have been received from one of the
officials saying they regarded this Rus- in Houlton, ljer former home.
sian Quartet’e the finest in America.
Mrs. Rufus Copp of Belfast visited
>
Mr. Alton T. Roberts of tiarquette, ! Mrs. F. M. Eastman last week.

Mrs.
Mrs.

Governor Baxter has appointed Hon. fine plays.
Charles E. Gurnev to be Chairman of the
Monday the library of the Current
Public Utilities Commission, and a spec- Events
Club, which has been housed in
ial session of the Governor’s Council has the office of Mr. J. W.
Lambert’s store
been called for Oct 29, to confirm the for some
years with Mrs. Lambert in
appointment. Charles E. Gurney, 46; charge, was moved into one ot the front
born in Portland; married; attorney-at- rooms of Mr. John H.
Wardwell’a store,
law; educated at Colby college; past mas- and in future
patrons will find it in
ter Portland lodge F. & A. M.; Knight
Templar; member of Kora Temple; mem- charge of him and wife. There is also a
ber L O. O. F.; member Delta Upsilon return *to the former custom of
having
fraternity; member Portland.club, Wood- the books free to members of the Current
fords club and Economic club; member
of House in 1917; member of Senate in Events Club.
1919; acting president Maine Senate 1921.
From the program of the Chautauqua

“Will you tell your sister the young
millionaire she met at the beach is
here ?”
She says-a patient
“She knows it.
waiter is no loser, and she saw you
waiting on a table today.”
-T-

r.o

BELFAST

PRICE

CURRENT.

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
PRODUCE

Apples,

MARBET I

bush

Beans, pea,
Beans, y. e.,
Butter,
Cheese,

Chicken,
Duck,
Eggs,
Fowl,
Geese,

$1 00
6
10
45a50
60
35
35
64
35
32
■

PAID PRODUCER

I Hay,
Lamb,

J25 00
20
20
Mutton,
1 00
Potatoes,
Round Hog,
12
Straw, 15 00a20 00
26a32
Turkey,
16al8
Veal,
Wood, hard, 11 00
8 00
Wood, soft,
RETAIL MARKET

RETAIL PRICE

Beef, corned,
Butter salt,
Corn,

30a32
18a32
75
Cracked corn,
75
Corn meal,
75
32
Cheese,
Cotton seed,
2 75
17
Cranberries,
Clover seed, 32a35
00
10
40al4
Flour,
H. G. seed,
6 00
18
Lard,

Lime,
Oats,
Oat Meal,

2 20
62
5
6
Onions,
Oil, kerosene, 20a24
8
Pollock,
19
Pork,
7
Rye meal,
{
1 40
Shorts,
7
Sugar,
Salt, T. I., bus. 1 25
Sweet potatoes,
5

BORN
PENNEY. In Troy, Oct. 19, to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Penney, a son, Ralph EverettJ
MARRIED.
Clark-French
In Belfast, Oct. 24,
by J. S. Harriman, Esq., William A. Clark
and Miss Minnie E. French, both of Belfast.
Drinkwater-O’Brien.
In Belfast,
Oct. 20, by H, C Buzzell, J. P., LlewW.
of
Drinkwater
Belfast and Anna
ellyn
O’Brien of Brookline, Mass.
LeVisque Wentworth. In Belfast,
Oct. 23, by Fred Waldo Brown, J. P.,
William Joseph LeVisque and Louise H.
Wentworth, both of Belfast.

PIPELESS
HOT BLAST

FURNACES
rot wood onlV
The Most
The Best Made.
Powerful. The Most Durable.
Proven by the Test of Time.

Investigate

WOOD & BISHOP CO.
BANGOR, MAINE
Established 1639

80LD BY W. A. HALL, BELFA8T

A Mystery Cake
Can you

it

name

?

Here is another new Royal Cake, so delicious and
appetizing that
we have been unable to
give it a name that does justice to its
unusual qualities. It can be made
just right only with Royal
akmg Powder. Will you make it and name it?

tKe^Best Names

$500 for

For the name selected as best,
will pay $250. For the sec-

we

How to make it

ond, third, fourth, and fifth
choice, we will pay $100, $75,
$50, and $25 respectively*.
Anyone

but only

Use level

one

name from each
be considered.

FILLING AND ICING
tablespoons melted butter

2 tablespoons orange juice
confectioner's sugar
1 egg white
Powdered sugar may be used hut
3 squares < 3 ozs.)
unsweetened chocolate
does not make as smooth icing <
Grated rind of is orange and pulp of 1 orange

3
3

cups

Fut butter, sugar, orange juice and rind into bowl. Cur pulp
from orange, removing skin and seeds, and add. Beat all together
until smooth. Fold in beaten eg;' white. Spread this icing on
layer used for top of cake. While ing is soft, sprinkle with
unsweetened chocolate shaved in lir e pieces with sharp knife
(use
square). To remaining icing add 2l squares unsweetened
chocolate which has been melted, bpread this thickly between
layers and on sides or cake.

ROYAL BAKING POWDER COMPANY
149 William Street, New York

Maine

Central

Railroad Comaany
Portland Terminal Company

STATE OF MAINE.
WALDO. SS.
Taken this 21st day of October. A. D. 192
on execution dated October 3,
A. D. 1921,
issued on a judgment rend red on the first day
of October, A. D. 1921, by the consideration of
the Justice of the Superior Court holden at
Bangor, within and fcr the County of Penobscot and State of Maine, at a term of said
Superior Court begun and holden at said Bangor, within and for the County of Penobscot,
aforesaid, on the first Tuesday of September,
Anno Domini, 1921, in favor of Thurston &
Kingsbury Company, a corporation organized
under the laws of the State of

RAILROAD MEN WANTED
Locomotive Engineers, Firemen, Conductors,T
and Yard Men and

Maine and

having an established place of business at
Bangor, in the County of Penobscot, and
against Sandy Point Shipbuilding Corporation,
a corporation organized by law and having an

Give previous experience, if any,
enclose letters of recommendation.

WANTED

of not less than two referen

names

Physical examination at

expense of company is required.
Applications for postiions of conductors, train and yard men and tc
phers, to be made to Superintendents or Assistant Superintendents. Ap.
tions for positions of locomotive engineers and firemen, to be made to V

Mechanics

or

Division Forewen.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD COMPANY
r.

H.
G.
F.
D.
C.
T.

F.

J. Runey,
F. Noyes,
H. Foster,
H. Ramsdell,
E. Hayes,
T. Eldridge,
M. McLaughlin,
S. Whitney,

W. A. Wheeler,
J. B. Kenison,
James Asnault,
E. A. Magoon,

Hersey Retreat and a private road leading
from said town road to the house formerly
owned by Jewett H. Ginn; thence southerly
by said town road to land of the Castine Alumni Association; thence westerly by land of
said Association to a stone in land formerly of
said Ginn; thence northerly by land formerly
of said Ginn to a stake and stones on the
southerly line of said private road; and thence
easterly by said private read to the point of
beginning, containing all the land within the
above named bounds.
Also a right of way by said private road by

Blanchard lot; thence easterly by said Blanchard's and N. S, French’s land sixteen rods—
and the town road—to a stake in said French’s
line; thence northely seven and one*half rods
to a stake marked E; thence westerly sixteen
rods—the town road—to a stake marked E;
thence southerly seven and one half rods to
the first named bound, containing one hundred
and twenty square rods, together with the
buildings thereon. Being the same premises
conveyed to Lillian Ellis by Jewett H. Ginn by
warranty deed dated October 6, 1900, recorded
in Waldo Registry of Daeds, Book 261, Page
226, and conveyed by the said Lillian Ellis to
the said Sandy Point Shipbuilding Corporation
by her deed dated June 22, A. D. 1917, record*
ed in said Waldo County Registry of Deeds,
July 18, A. D. 1917, in Vol 880, Page 462.
WILLARD M. BERRY.
8w43
Deputy Sheriff.

Telegraphers.

Applications may be made for positions of engineers and firemen to
steam locomotives, conductors, train and yard men, and telegraphe rs, l
places made vacant by such men as may leave the service.

established place of business at Stockton
Springs, in the County of Waldo and State of
Maine, for the sum of Four Hundred Fifteen
Dollars and ninety-seven cents damage and
Eleven Dollars and thirty cents costa of
suit, and will be sold at public auction to
the highest bidder therefor, at the office of
said Sandy Point Shipbuilding Corporation in
said Stockton Springs, on the twenty-ninth
day of November, A. D. 1921, at ten o’clock in
the forenoon, the following described real estate and all the right, title and interest which
the said Sandy Point Shipbuilding uorporaion
had in and to the same on the twenty-seventh
day of May, A. D. 1921, being the time wnen
the same was attached on the original writ in
the action wherein the judgment was rendered |upon which said execution issued to wit;
A certain lot or parcel of land with the buildings thereon, situated in Stockton Springs,
County of Waldo, in that part known asjSandy
Point, oounded and described as follows, to
wit: Beginning at the northeast corner or
angle of the town road leading from the
steamboat wharf at said Sandy Point to the

the house formerly owned by said Jewett H.
Ginn to said town road as conveyed to Albert
E, Blake by saia Jewett H. Ginn by bis deed
dated July 8, A. D. 1913, recorded May 29, A.
D. 1914, in the said Waldo County Registry of
Deeds, Vol. 315, Page 56. Said premises being
the, same as conveyed by the said Jewett H.
Ginn to the said Albert ,E. Blake as aforesaid
and also the same premises conveyed by the
said Albert E. Blake to the said Sandy Point
Shipbuilding Corporation by his deed dated
December 29, A. D. 1917, and recorded in said
Waldo County Registry of Deeds, January 11,
1918, in Vol. 324. Page 80.
Also, a certain lot or parcel of land situated
at Sandy Point, in said Stockton Springs, and
bounded and described as follows, viz: Beginning at a stake in the,north line of the Ernest

materials

Cream shortening. Add sugar arvJ grated orange rind. AdJ
beaten egg yolks. Sift together flour, salt and Royal Baking
Fowdcr and add alternately with the milk; lasrlv fold in one
beaten egg white. Divide barter into two parrs. To one part add
the chocolate. Put by tablespoonfuls, alternating dark and light
batter, into three greased layer cake pans. Bake in moderate
oven 20 minutes.

All names must be received by
December 15th, 1921. In case of
ties, the full amount of the prize
will be given to each tying contestant. Do not send your cake.
Simply send the name you suggest, with your own name and
address, to the

SHERIFF’S SALE

for all

Grated rind of 1j orange
1 egg and 1 yolk
2'o cups flour
4 teaspoons Royal Baking Powder
1 cup milk
1/4 squares (1J4 ozs.) of
unsweetened chocolate (melted)
4 teaspoon salt

may enter the contest,

person will

measurements

?4 cup shortening
1 ?4 cups sugar

Superintendent,

Por land, Ms
it

Asst. Supt. Motive Power,
Asst. Superintendent,
Master Mechanic,
Asst Superintendent,
Master Mechanic,

Waterville, V
it

Rumford,

Superintendent.

M

Mai:
Bangor,
it

Division Foreman,
Asst. Superintendent,

Calais,

Maine

ii

Foreman,

Superintendent,
Foreman.

it

Lancaster,
tt

is

PORTLAND TERMINAL COMPANY
C H. Priest,
H. A. Southworth,

Superintendent,;

STATE OF MAINE
WALDO. SS.
Taken this 20th day of October, A. D. 2921
on execution dated October 11, A. D. 1921
issued on a judgment rendered by the Supreme
Judicial Court for the County of Waldo, at the
term thereof b gun and held on the fourtfci
Tuesday of September, A. D. 1921, to wit, on
the 6th day of October, A. D. 1921, in favor of
H. L. Whitten Company, a corporation existing by law and having its principal place of
business at Belfast, in the County of Waldo,
against Walter F. Flagg, for one hundred and
ninety-seven? dollars, debt and damage, ami

j

j

<

Portland, Ma

Master Mechanic,

thirty-one dollars and ninety-five cents, costs
of suit, and will be sold [at public auction at
the office of Fred W. Brown, Pythian Block, in
said Belfast, to the highest bidder, on the 30th
day of November. A. D. 1921, at ten o'clock in
the forenoon, the following described real es
tate and all the right, title and interest which
the said Walter F. Flagg has in and to the
same or had on the 10th d y of December, A.
D. 1919, at 10 60 o'clock in the forenoon, the
time when the same was," attached on the
writ in the same suit, to wit: One undivided
sixth of a certain lot or parcel ot lan 1 with
the buildings thereon, situated in Belfast, in
said County of Waldo and State of Maine,
bounded and described as follows, to wit:—
Bounded northerly by land formerly owned by
Joseph Banks; easterly by land formerly owned by John Hartshorn, Edgar L. Smith and

John Simmons; southerly by land formerly
owned by the said John Simmons; and.westerly by the town line between Belmont and Belfast, containing eighty-four acres,|more or less.
Belfast, Me October 20,1921.
FRANK A. LITTLEFIELD,
3w43
Sheriff.

FLORIDA
BY SEA
Two Sailings Weekly
P. V
and Saturdays,

Tuesdays

Boston to Savannah
First Class Passenger Fares, B
To
One
CXI Round d*;'
Savannah Way «>aO.OD Trip $'■
To Jacks*..
To St. Petersburg

$51.28
R!™"d $95.25

$42.82

KiTPd

$<’8.3

'Including

meals and stateraccommodation.-

War Tax 8% addition

>
Pier 42,Hoosac

Tunnel Docks, B.

EMERSON’S
INDIAN REMEDY.
Belfast, Me., Oct. 22, 192.
testifying to the fact that I ha.
Emerson's Indian Remedy, I lind t'.ai

is a most excellent medicine in a
spects and I highly recommend h t>
friends and all others.
Woodbury Buraks
By the way, Mr, Burgess sells most
cellent spring water.

e

E. I. R. $2.00 PER BOTTLE.

For Sale

Also by Parcel Post.

SMITH

D. E.
THREE HOUSE LOTS on Waldo AveCOUNTRY, near Belfast Apply by letter, giving full descrip- nue, between Primrose and Bridge streets
Sole Agent for Maine.
LOUISE HAZELTINE,
tion and price in first letter.
Apply to
Admix. Charles B. Hazeltiue estate. P. O. 68, No. 126 Main Street, Room o.
“D,” Journal Office,
43
2w43*
lw43*
Belfast, Maine.
Belfast, Maine.
A RENT IN THE

